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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

A collaborative research project was undertaken with the main
 

objective of Designing and Evaluation of a Low Cost Electronic Flow
 

Sensor for Irrigation Management in Sri Lanka. Other secondary
 

objectives of the project were to establish a uollaborative link
 

with Virginia Polytechnic & State University (Blacksburg, Virginia,
 

USAI, train an academic staff member at M.S. level during the
 

project duration, procure equipment to strengthen the capabilities
 

of University of Peradeniya in the field of Micro Electro:-ics
 

Applications in Agriculture and publish the research findings in a
 

suitable international forum. This final report covers the project
 

accomplishinents over the project duration from the year of
 

commencement (1587) to the end of project termination in December
 

1990.
 

The project has achieved its major objective of designing the flow
 

sensor at cost much lower than the projected cost. Of the secondary
 

objectives, establishing a collaborative link with Virginia
 
Polytechnic & State University, training of an academic staff 
member in the USA at NIS level (who actually accomplished the major 

project objective) and presentation of the research finding at the 
Annual sessions c.f the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
 

were achieved as targeted. Hlowever, procurement of equipment to
 

strengthen the capabilities of the University of Peradeniya was not
 

possible due to problems which are described in detail in the main
 

body of the final report.
 

As for the overall impact of the project in the Developing country
 

(Sri Lanka) the trained academic has returned to the country
 

following the completion of his post graduate studies and is
 
currently developing the field of Micro Electronics Applications in
 

Agriculture as a speciality field which was a major achievement of
 

the project. Also the experienced gained during the project
 

implementation had provided valuable insights to fuither improve
 
and reduce the cost of the flow sensor and work is under way to
 

achieve this end.
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1.0 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
 

The Problem:
 
The economy of Sri Lanka similar 
to many other developing
 

countries in the region is primarily agriculture based. Irrigation
 
rehabilitation and 
management for agricultural development 
Is a
 
major.policy objective of the government of 
Sri Lanka. However. 
management of the scarce water 
resources, particularly in the dry
 
zone areas of the 
country which 
consists of two 
thirds of the
 
country's land area, has 
not being satisfactory considering 
the
 
returns to investments. 
 Efficient irrigation management n'' only
 
helps to achieve the primary policy objective of the government but
 
also to achieve increased productivity per 
unit of scarce water
 
resources. 
Lack of information on irrigation flows is perceived as
 
a major impediment for efficient 
management of the irrigation
 
systems in the 
 country. Simulation modelling and 
 other
 
sophisticated management which are available cannot be 
implemented
 
without cost effective instrumentation and 
has been a major draw
 

in this context. Thus (ie
back major project objective was 
to
 
solve the problem of cost 
 effective instrumentation 
 which
 
facilitate a wider application thereby assisting better management
 
of water resources.
 

Research development in the field of 
electronics 
in the
 
developed countries 
has made it 
possible to design electronic
 
instrumentation at 
a very m-,ch 
lower cost. This field has not been
 
well developed 
in Sri Lanka. As such 
a collaborative 
link was
 
necessary to 
 obtain the transfer of technology. Virginia

Polytechnic & State University in Blacksburg Virginia (VPI&Su) was
 
selected as the collaborating institution 
for this purpose. Also
 
development of the 
locai capability was considered paramount to the
 
future impact the
of project. 
 As such a training component at
 
graduate 
level at VPI&SU was built 
into the project train
to an
 
academic staff 
member 
 froin the Department of Agricultural
 
Engineering, Faculty of Agriculture University of Peradeniya. 
The
 
other project objectives were 
to procure equipment to strengthen

the capabilities of University of Peradeniya in the. field of Micro
 



Electronics Applications in Agriculture and publish the research
 

findings in a suitable international forum.
 

2.0 	 METHODOLOGY
 

Methodology adopted contained several phases. The first phase
 

of the prc-ject was to send the selected academic staff member from
 

University of Peradeniya to VPI&SU to commence the research work ,it
 

MS level project. A thorough literature survey to determire
 

available methods of flow sensing instrumentation and their cost
 

effectiveness was a part of the phase I.
 

The second phase consisted of selecting a suitable design to
 

improve upon with micro electronics to reduce the cost of
 

instrumentation and laboratory test the designed flow sensor. The
 

flow sensor consisted of two components.
 

1. 	 A water level sensor
 

2. A data logger (data acquisition system)
 

The projected cost estimate to design these component3 was about
 

US$ 500.00.
 

The third phase consisted of actual field testing of the
 

sensor and the data acquisition system in Sri Lanka to evaluate its
 

performance to overcome possible problems. Scientists from VPI&SU
 

were expected participate in the process of field experimentation
 

together with the trainee and the local counterpart.
 

The attached M.S. thesis of Mr. P.M.K. Alahakoon (academic
 

staff member) provides the detailed methodological procedure,
 

laboratory tests and statistical analysis of the results. These
 

results are not presented in the report for the purpose of brevity
 

in presentation.
 

The major findings of the project are summarized in this
 

section to present the achievement of major goal of the project.
 

a) The flow sensor designed uses the principle of capacitance to
 

sense changes in water levels which can be then reduced to
 

actual volumes of flow. The accuracy of the sensor was ± 1.7
 

cm after correcting for temperature. The cost of the sensor
 

is about US$ 25.00
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b) The data retrieval system was designed at 
a cost of (J$ 220.00
 

The achievements of 
the project in 
terms of cost reduction is

highly significant which permits wider practical application of the
 
devices to 
monitor irrigation flows.
 

3.0 IMPACT, RELEVANCE AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
 

Suitable commercialization can 
make a significant impact 
on

irrigation management 
if the devices can be 
mass produced to
further reduce the cost. 
 Also economics of the device compared to

its commercial counterparts makes it possible for wider application

of the technology to 
solve 
irrigation management problems.
 

The project also has shown 
that simple technology be
can

transferred to developing countries through collaborative projects.

Not only technology 
can be transferred 
but also to develop

technical skills of 
individuals 
in the developing countries 
to be
 
of service' to 
their motherland. 
Return of Mr. Alahakoon following
his training in the US through the project has opened up a new
field in electronics applications in Agriculture in the Department
of Agricultural Engineering. 
 Also his tiaining had a significant

impact on communication by developing 
an E-mail network with 
the
 
other Universities 
in the country and rest of 
the world.
 

Results of the project has opened the minds of the scientists
 
to possible improvements and simpler technology for flow monitoring

and work is already under way 
 in collaboration 
 with the
 
International Irrigation Management Institute in Sri Lanka to apply

the technology in simulation modelling in 
irrigation management.


Procurement of equipment for 
the University of Peradeniya and
 
exchange visits of 
 scientists 
 from VPI&SU 
were some 
of the
envisaged project objectives. The 
former was 
not possible due 
to
 
communication problems with AID Washington and 
VPI&SU. 
The latter
 
was not possible due 
to 
the civil unrest that prevailed in Sri
 
Lanka during the project period.
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4.0 	 PROJECT ACTIVITIES/oUTpuTs 

1. 	 Design of the Flow sensor and data logger
 

2. 	 M.S. Level training of Mr. P.M.K. Alahakoon (Lecturer). 

Subsequently he completed his Ph.D. in the field of 

Agricultural Engineering and returned to Sri Lanka. 

3. 	 M.S. Thesis (unpublished) on "Low cost Electronic Water Level
 
Sensor for Irrigation Water Management", VPI&SU, Blacksburg,
 

Virginia.
 

4. 	 Three papers were presented at thc annual sessions of the
 

American Society of Agricultural Engineering.
 

5. 	 Procurement of some equipment for the VPI&SU.
 

6. 	 A visit by Dr. John Daly from the Office of Science Advisor,
 

AID/Washington to Sri Lanka to review project progress
 

7. 	 A visit by Mr. Griffith Shay from the Office of the Science
 

Advisor, AID/Washington to Sri Lanka to review project
 

progress.
 

8. 	 A visit by the Sri Lanka principal investigator to VPI&SU to
 

review project progress and preparation of a revised proposal
 

for project extension.
 

9. 	 A collaborative project with the International Irrigation
 

Management Institute on further Improvements to water level
 

sensor.
 

5.0 	 PROJECT PRODUCTIVITY
 

In terms of productivity, the project has achieved its major
 
goals. However, exchange visits that were envisaged by the project
 

were not possible due to the civil disturbances that prevailed in
 

Sri Lanka during the entire project period from 1987 to 1990. It
 

was unfortunate that safety and security of the visiting scientists
 

could not be guaranteed under the circumstances that prevailed.
 

Had this occurred as envisaged in the original project proposal it
 
wouid have lead to a much better understanding amongst the
 

scientists of the two countries in solving problems in 
a developing
 

country like Sri L.nnkn.
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Also the purchasing of equipment envisaged through the project
 
for University of Peradeniya did not materialize due to problems of
 
communication between USAID/Washington, USAID/Sri Lanka and
 
University of Peradeniya. 
These problems were discussed with the. 
visltors front AlD/Wnshi nphfon. [iforfrtinii n.ely however, no effective 
solution emerged to solve the problem. As a result a large
 
proportion of the money allocated in the project for 
this purpose
 
remained unspent. fad this been possible it would have strengthen 
the contribution of Dr. Alahakoon upon his return to Sri Lanka to
 
further activities in his field of speciality.
 

6.0 FUTURE WORK
 

The activities of the project has given new directions to 
improve the water level sensor and the data logger. A
 
collaborative project is under 
 way with the International
 
Irrigation Management Institute in Sri Lanka to further improve the 
water 
level sensor for the purposes of simulation modelling of
 

irrigation flows.
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Introduction 

The art of irrigation extenls back to the ancient history of mankind showing a close relationship 

to the perpetuity of civilization. The rise and fall of civilizations seemed to be dependaAt mostly 

on intelligent practice of irrigation techniques which ensured permanently profitable agricultural 

systems. 

In China more than 4000 years ago the success of kings was measured by their wisdom and progress 

in water control activities (llanscn. Israclsen, and Stringham 1980). Egypt added the world's oldest 

dan to historical records showing 1rioof of a well-developed irrigation system (Hansen, Israelsen, 

and Stringham 1980). The follo%k .ng inscription on the tomb of an ancient Assyrian Queen shows 

the interest taken by them on developing a successful irrigation system (Ilansen, Israelsen, and 

Stringham 1980). 

'I constrained the mighty water to flow according to iny will and led its waters to fertilize lands that 

had before been barren and without inhabitants.' 

Man-made reservoi:'s and irrigation catluals were in abundance in ancient Sri Lanka, making it pos

sible for tarmers to cultivate twice in a year (Goonasekerc 1985). There is similar evidence of irri

gated agricultural systems which are thousands of years old, in Svria, Persia, Java, India, and Italy. 
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These highlight the importance of irrigatioii technology and shows how it has been utilized by man 

from ancient tines (Ilansen, lsraelsen, and Stringham 1980). 

Leonardo l)a Vinci, (1452 - 1511)j Mho firovcd himself to be a genius in every field, expressed his 

thoughts on irrigation principl. il.di reld±iCd topics (MacCurdy 1938): 

'By the making of the ,larte.NUaa canal the aniount of water in the Adda is lessened owing to itbeing 

distribmtdover ,narii.di.ft ict v in order itsupply the meadows. A renedy for this would be to make 

many.- r;all channelt because !,'," no,,,ier iwhich has been dnmk up by ,he earth does serice to 

anyone, nor urn injury becaume it hams beem, takenfrom no one; and by the construction ofsuch channels 

the water vhich before was lost tet'uns again and is once more of service and use to mankind. And 

unless such channels have fir.t been con siructed it is not possible to make these n'nlets in the lower

lying country. We should say therufjore that if such channels are made in the Atartesana, the same 

water, drunk in by the soil of the meadows, will be sent back upon the other meadows by means of 

nmlets, this being water which had previously disappeared; and iJ"there were a scarcity of water at 

Ghiara d'Adda and in the Alucca and the inhabitants were able to make these channels it would be 

seen that the same water drnim" in by the meadows serves several times for this purpose'. 

This gives a very clear indication ot the knowledge and understanding c'ancient man on irrigation 

and its uses. Te following sentence found in Da Vinci's note books shows his knowledge on water 

inanagement and flood control (NlacCurdy 1938). 

"1/te canals o(ght always be provided wit .sduices, so that excessive floods may not damage or destroy 

the bank and tie water ;ia, atwa.'mnaintain itself'in the vatne volume'. 

And so, man continued his effort in studying and controlling nature fOr his own benefit. 

A major portion of agriculturni lands requires irri.:atiton fr optimal production and irrigation is not 

confined to land which undergoes severe droughts. In oider to have profitable and diversified cul

tivation, closely monitored and Systematic water application is a necessity. Thcrefore, it should be 
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emphasized that only a proper practice of the art of irrigation would give rise to profitable and 

stable agricultural systems. For this reason man has been encouraged to develop theories and 

techniques to achieve intclligcit control of irrigation systems, which paved the way to the modem 

subject called Irrigation Water Managcement. 

Irrigation can be defined bilefly as the application of water to soil in order to provide necessary 

moisture for plant growth. More explicitly, it is the application of water to soil for any of the fol

lowing purposes: 

1. 	 to add water to soil to supply the moisture essential for plant growth; 

2. 	 to provide crop insurance against short duration droughts; 

3. 	 to cool the soil and surrounding atmosphere, making it a more favorable environment for 

plant growth; 

4. 	 to reduce the hazard of frost; 

5. 	 to wash out or dilute salts in soil; 

6. 	 to reduce the hazard of soil piping; 

7. 	 to soften tillage pan and clods; 

8. 	 to delay Lud formation by evaporative cooling; 

9. 	 to facilitte application of necessary chei,,icals with water. 

Several methods of irrigation are in present day use. "llemost appropriate technique is chosen by 

taking into account several factors suc.h as water requirement, soil type, plant characteristics, lo-
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cation and topology, availability of water, required p,wcr supplies if any, and profit- expenditure 

trade-off. Methods of inigatior in :omninonl practice arc: 

1. sprinkler irrigation, 

2. trickle irrigation, 

3. flooding (surface irrigation), and 

4. sub-surface irrigation. 

All irrigation managers face the general problem of deciding when to irrigate and how much water 

should be applied each time. An immense amount of research and many experiments have been 

doac on this subject since ancient times. The factors influencing the time of irrigation and the water 

requirement can be classified into three groups as follows: 

1. water needs of the crop, 

2. availability of water for irigation, and 

3. capacity of soil to store water once it is applied. 

Growg.ig plants use water continuously for biological reactions, but the rate of consumption of 

water varies with factors such a5 the type of crop, degree of maturity, and atmospheric conditions 

including humidity, wind, and temperature. Most of the crops cultivated under irrigation need 

moderate amount of soil moisture. Growth is significantly retarded by either excessive or deficient 

amounts of water in the root zone. If the irrigation water supplied causes flooding, it removes en

trapped air in soil which is also essential for healthy growth of plants. On the other hand, low soil 

moisture caused by lack of irrigation drastically reduces the water availability to plants because most 

of the water molecules in the soil are tightly bonded with soil particles. Prolonged deficiency of 
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available soil moisture causes permanent wilting of plants and therefore needs to be prevented by 

precise timing of irrigation. 

Another important factor which affects thc time and amount of irrigation is the pattern of water 

removal by plant roots. llansen, Israclsen and Stringham (1980) found that crops with shallow 

roots require more frequent irrigation than deep rooted crops because those absorb most of their 

water from the topmost layers of soil. In order to keep the top layers of soil sufficiently moist, 

frequent irrigation is required when no rainfall occurs. S!*ice shallow rooted piants are unable to 

extract moisture from deeper layers of soil, irregular or insufficient irrigation would cause permanent 

damage or retardation of growth. 

As mentioned above, the consumptivc use of water by crops also varies with their stage of growth. 

The growth of a plant could be divided into three stages when considerivg irrigation practices: 

vegetative, flowering, and fruiting. Consumptive use of water increases as a plant grows and reaches 

its peak at the beginning of the flowering stage. Plants tend to decrease their water consumption 

and ceases to absorb water when the final dormant stage is reached. During the vegetative period, 

a good moisture supply should be maintained by frequent irrigation. As the plant grows, its roots 

tend to pen;.trate deeper and absorb water from deep soil layers. Water consumption then decreases 

with the completion of fruit growth and stops when the plant reaches its dormant stage following 

the dry fruit period. The amount of water applied and frequency of irrigation should be carefully 

planned to meet the water requirements of the crop which varies as it grows through different stages 

as described above. 

The factors discussed above indicate the importance of maintaining soil moisture during different 

periods of plant growth and emphasize the necessity for intelligent irrigation water management. 

Therefore, diferent techniques and methods have been developed in every part of the world for the 

purpose of improving irrigation management. Good management of irrigation water requires that 

both the time of application and amount of water applied be precisely planned. Therefore, tech

niques of measuring irrigated water play aii important role in the development of agriculture. Each 
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of the irrigation methods mentioned above is accompanied with different ways of estimating the 

amount of water supplied. 

The most coimmon method of irrigation practiced in developing countries is flooding. It is done 

by applying water to the lid thiough a network of lopen ditches. In order to achieve maximum 

benefits from the limited soulccs: of in ialaion water, it is neccssary to control the amount of water 

applied (Schwab et al. 1981). lie importance of controlled irrigation has previously been discussed 

from the standpoint of water requirements of plants. 

Research studies have shown that the worldwide total of irrigated land in the mid 1980's was about 

560 million acres. The most important fact is that the acreage possessed by developed countries is 

only 78 million acres (Skller 1986). Therefore, developing countries contain about 86% of irri

gated agricultural lhxid. 

Fairchild and Nobe (1986) state that during the 10 year period from 1976 to 1986, approximately 

40% of all increases in food production in developing countries have come from expanded irri

gation. They futher make the following statements about irrigation in less developed countries. 

Water has been treated as a freely available item even though operation and management costs in

cluding water charges lies above the average agricultural income. This situation results in wastage 

of water and a loss of food production potential, which is directly translated to a drain on financial 

resources of these countries. Current studies (Fairchild and Nobe 1986) indicate that water for ir

rigation rather than the land area available for cultivation will become the limiting. natural resource 

in agricultural development inthe future. 

Therefore, irrigated agricultural systems, being one of the most imporant factors to the economic 

development of the large number of*less developed countries, needs greater attention towards es

tablishing proper management structures. 
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Major investments have been made by many governments in irrigation system development as the 

primary step to increase the agricultural productivity. But, frequently sucli irrigation development 

works have failed to produce the intended improvements in agricultural productivity due to poor 

management of irrigation water. Wicham and Valera (1978) mention that: 'While it is generally 

agreed that better water management is needed, it is not clear what is required to achieve it. What 

do we really mean by improved water management, how it can be attained?' 

It is important to be able to control the amount and rate of application of water in order to achieve 

optimum results from irrigation. One of the most difficult systems to monitor effectively is canal 

type irrigation systems, which also are the most commonly used systems in less developed countries 

due to the fact that it is the least expensive to build. The difficulty faced by the system manager 

is the lack of information on the fluctuation of the water levels which affect the discharges 

throughout the irrigation system. These water level fluctuations are mainly due to overuse at up

stream locations, illicit water tapping, and losses through improper gate settings. It is known that 

if the system manager is provided with information on these water level fluctuations, he will then 

be in a better position to estimate discharges within the channel system. The availability of a water 

level sensing and recording system which can be widely used in such irrigation systems would im

prove water management and hence provide substantial benefits for overall development of agri

culture. 

There are some manual devices for measuring and regulating water flow through canals such as 

weirs, flumes, and division boxes which ore presently in use. There are two means by which the 

discharge into any distributory offtake can be controlled. The first is the regulation of the water 

elevation at the distributory canal. The second is tie control of gate settings at the outlet openings. 

But in the absence of the former, which requires proper measurement of water level, the latter be

comes totally incilkective. Even though very sophisticated devices have been built Ibr the purpose 

of sensing and recording water level in such systems, the high cA.pcnse of these devices keep them 

from being widely used. 
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Sri l..anka has been proposed as the sensor test site in this study. In ancient Sri Lanka, tile initial 

phase of irrigation began with the construction of temporary weirs and anicuts across perennial 

streams that diverted water into a system of contour canals. This setup was further developed and 

expanded with the construction of reservoirs (tanks), sluice gates, and access towers for the con

trolled release of water fOr iu. Iiolln ((iUOnasckere 1985). 

Goonasekere (1985) also wril-:s that the Mahaveli diversion scheme, which had its inscription in the 

Mid- 1960's was expected to I v_ the major source of irrigation water for the dry zone of Sri Lanka. 

The diverted water was supplied to farmers through a system of reservoirs and canals. 

Even though this scheme improved the water availability throughout the year, the attention paid 

to the management or the actual end use of water by farmers was insufficient (Goonasekere 1985). 

lie further clarifies the general nature of the existing water management problem in Sri Lanka as 

follows: 'The irrigation system managers emphasize that mot of the problems are at the farm level 

and are caused by farmers. The other school of thought is that the system causes most of the 

farm-level problems. l'he argument they present is that, when the water supply becomes unreliable 

due to defects in the technical systcm, its management, and operation, the farmers react to the sit

uation by using as much water as possible when it is available. 'Therefore., the implication is that 

water supply should be first made reliable by removing the management and system defects in order 

to solve the problem at the larn-level.' 

'Ihis approach calls for bettcr techniques for irrigation water management. If the system manager 

cold be supplied with ,moum reliable data onl water levels in irrigation canals, he will then be in a 

better position to estimate the vatcr llow through the system by incorporating several other pa

ramietrs such as channel dimensions and Ilov rates. l'hrcl.ox, he would be able to make a better 

decision in the process of wattc regulation and control by comparing the water needs of the crop 

and water supplied to the field. 
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Because all widespread irrigation systems in Sri Lanka are owned and maintained by government 

organizations (Goonasekere 1985), and provided as a service to the farmer, it has been difficult to 

equip them with expensive measuiement and control devices available in the current market. The 

approach in this study is to design and build a Sensor - Data Logger unit for the improvement of 

water management facilities. In particular, the problem of sensing the water level in canal type ir

rigalion systems and rccording ol digital data for the purpose of continuous monitoring will be dealt 

with in this study. 
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Objectives 

The principal goal of this investigation was to develop a low cost water level sensing device and 

evaluate its performance and applications in improving irrigation water management. The emphasis 

was on electronic level transducers and digital data output, which enable the system to be used as 

an automated data acquisition system. 

The following steps were taken to achieve this goal: 

1. 	 study the operation of available water levl sensing devices and their cost-performance trade

ofl';
 

2. 	 select three different systems tor preliminary studies; 

3. 	 analyze the systems, study the design requirements and coIstflctioil constraints; 

4. 	 design and build the two most lcasible devices, test in a laboratory environment, examine the 

performance and make necessary improvements; 

5. 	 develop an automatic (t; hlyging sythm incorporating he1 e sensors; and 
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6. analyze the expenses in comparison with other available systems. 

Objectives 



Review of*Literature 

Introduction 

There are numerous mot'hud, .ofirrigation in present day use. As it was essential to estimate the 

amount of water in each case inorder to achieve proper control and benefits, different techmiques 

have been developed for the purpose. The most common practice of irrigation in developing 

countries has been surface irrigation through canals and ditchcs because it was generally considered 

as the easiest and cheapest system to build. In most situations, gravity flow was used with control 

structures to guide water as required. lii response t; the 1'i aLnlfor higher production, it was 

necessary to improve measuremient and control of irrigation water to improve yield. I-ven though 

several mechanisms have been developed for controlling waler flow through pipes and pumps, ef

ficient regulation of open chamimel low needed further attention. [yei though several devices lor 

measuring stage have been developed, their high price prevent them front being widely used in less 

developed countries, where it is needed the most. 

The earliest type of level measmement can be classified as using point contact devices, In its most 

primitive form, a notched stilk was used wich provided a rouh measurement of height of*water 
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above an arbitrary reference point. Man's perpetual effort to make his activities more refined and 

accurate, led to the desig of the hook gage, point gage, and steel tape and plumb-bob gage, which 

make use of the same principle of measuring the distance to the top surface of reservoir from a fixed 

datum line (Considine 1957). 

Aanother accurate and fairly versatile manual device of measuring water level was the development 

of the Gage glass. This consisted of separate graduated vertical glass tube attached to a tank. 

Liquid level change in the glass tube wa, the saune as that inside the tank and a direct measurement 

of level could be taken once a datum was fixed. These devices still remain popular in applications 

where direct reading of level and accuracy involved are satisfactory. 

Types of Level Sensors 

A large amount of research has given rise to numerous ways of sensing liquid level with various 

degrees of complexity, in cases where continuous or discrete measurement is required. Norton 

(IQ69) li.its some of lie basic prolperlics tisl For level sensiig: 

I. buoyancy, 

2. cavity-resonance, 

3. electrical conductivity, 

4. dielectric properties, 

5. *heat transfer characteristics, 
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6. response to nuclear radiation, 

7. optical properties, 

S. pcesure, 

9. response to sound waves, 

10. viscous damping flhects, and 

1I. weight. 

Buoyancy Sensors 

Buoyancy sensing utilizes the Archemedes' principle - a body submerged wholly or partially in a 

liquid is buoyed up by a force equal to the weight of the fluid displaced. Various types of 

transducers have been built using this princip , for both discrete and continuous measurements and 

control. Ilamin (1952) boeily dcscrihes some of Itl: float .ctualetl techniques as: 

I. float-switch type controller. 

2. automatic type liquid level indicator, 

3. float type chart recorder, 

4. magnetic liquid level controller, and 

5. direct reading float type gaie. 
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Some of these transducers are of discrete type and others are especially made for the cases where 

continuous observation is required. 

Cavity Resonance Sensing 

Norton (1969) mentions cavity r'sonance sensing as a technique used to measure the amount of 

liquid nside a closed tank. The technique utilizes the resonance characteristics of a closed cavity 

which changes with liquid level. lhgh frequency electromagnetic oscilations are emitted into the 

tank and the resonance frequency is s sced. As the liquid level changes so does the resonance cavity 

size above the liquid and corresponding resOnanc', frequency, making it possible to estinate the 

liquid level in'side, provided that geometry of the tank is known. The imost common application 

of this technique is to sense the upper limit of filling a tank by using the resonant cavity as a discrete 

level transducer, even though itcould be used as a continuous level transducer with additional 

manual controls. 

Conductivity Sensing 

The level of electrically conductive liquids could be sensed by immersing two electrodes into the 

liquid and monitoring the change in resistance between them (Norton 1969). l)epending on the 

type of liquid and application concerned, this technique couh. be used itsa discrete as wel as con

tinuous type level transducer. 
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Dielectric Sensing 

The dieleciric properties of liquid have been utilized in the developineitt of liquid level sensors. 

The dielectric constant of any ,ibstance indicates its ability to act as the dielectric medium inside 

a capacitor. If t"e dielectric C0m," 01 a liquid is different florn that of another fluid with which,nit 

it is in contact, a comnposite Ca hich hai both liquids as ;ts dielectric media can be used tol, itor N% 

sense the variation ini liquid h'vcl. Two or more clecirodes have been used where the capacitance 

varies according to changes in lK;q~id level. The sensing structure is setup so that the liquid rises 

and falls in the space between ClcCtrlcOds whi,'h constitute an electrical capacitor. Due to the fact 

that one liquid has a higher dielectric ;onstant than the other, the capacitance varies with the 

amount of liquid entering or lea\ ing the internediate spac, of the electrodes and hence with the 

liquid level concerned. 

This type of transducer has been u:,ed in various applications where continuous monitoring of liq

uid is required. Norton (i969) ftrlher dlscibci the inethod employed in sensing the capacitance 

as a fourarm a.c. bridge network which converts the ca pacitance change to a change in a.c. voltage 

which could then be used to cause a deflection corresponding to the capacitance change. 

Heat Transfer Sensing 

The rate of heat tranfl'er froin a heated body is higher in a liquid than in air. Resistive heaters and 

thermoelectric sensors are co'mbined to work using the above phenomena in this type of transducer. 

The sudden cooling of a heater when touched by a rising liquid is sensed by thermoelectric sensors 

(Norton 1969). 
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Nuclear-radiation Sensing 

Radiation emitted by a source on one side of a tank is received by a sensor on the other side. 

Gamma radiation is most comMonly used in this type of applications. When tile water level has 

risen sufficiently to interfere with tile radiation path the intensity of the received signal is drastically 

attenuated due to incrCasCd absorp imi by liquid jiidium. This explains the basic principle bctind 

radiation sensing wilich is mnot, coln)i)Oii])' seCen j.S a discrete type measuring technique. 

Optical Sensing 

Operation of the optical type sensor is very similar to that of nuclear radiation sensors. A light 

beam is used to sense the presence or absence of liquid at a pre-determined height. A glass prism 

is used to divelt a light beam away from a sci.sor with the Ilse ol total intenail reflection at the 

glass-air interface. When the mediulr ,;hianges to liquid, the corresponding change in the refractive 

index drastically reduces the reflected portion of the beam, triggering the sensor. In other cases the 

reduction of the intensity of light du.- to liquid is directly sensed (Norton 1969). 

Pressure Sensing 

The hydrostatic head caused by a liquid in a vessel has been utilized in the development of this type 

oft sensor. Considine (1957) classilies pressure sensing systems as follows: 

I. direct connection of hydrostatic head to measuring device, 

2. diaphram-box system, 
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3. air-trap system, 

4. bubbler type or purge .,stem, 

5. force-balance system, and 

6. opposed-diaphragm types. 

With the invention of piezoelectric strain gages, pressure sensinig techniques have been remarkably 

improved and are in common use today. 

Sonic Path Sensing 

It has been observed that sound waves are reflected by liquid-air iterfaces when emitted either from 

air medium or from liquid mediiiii. Therefore, the time elapsed between emission of a sound pulse 

and reception of the reflected pul:;e reprcsents the distance to the liquid-air interface from the sound 

projector. Sound waves in the ultrasonic range are co.monly used. Wih modt-rn technology very 

accurate distance measurcmcntts are possible by ultrasound (sonar) devices (Norton 1969). 

Damped Oscillation Sensing 

This type of sensor uses a piezoelectric element which oscillates in a gaseous medium but stops 

oscillating, due to acoustic damping, in a liquid medium (Norton 1969). 
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Weight Sensing 

Another common technique for estinating liquid level, volume, or mass is to measure the weight 

of the fluid. If the geomctry of the w0tntainer is known, measurement of weight can be converted 

to volume or level using the liquid density and dead weight ot"the tank (Norton 1969). Load cells 

are used to sense the weight of the tamk and liquid contained in it. 

Development of Sensors 

The float and weight actuated chart recorder could be considered as the most common device used 

in water level sensing. Ilowever, it incorporates several rotating mechanical parts and has inherent 

errors due to frictional resistance and back-lash. Ilegeebing (1935) classified the earliest liquid level 

sensors into two basic groups: float type and pressure type. It could be seen that historically the 

development of level sensors was most enhanced by the oil industry. A boost in development of 

the aircraft and shipping industries during World War I anA. II caused another significant improve

nient in this type of technology. Pressure vessels were involved in oil refinery work which needed 

close supervision and control. This gave rise to differential pressure type level controllers 

(lBegeebing 1935). 

Casella & Co. (1931) manufactured a mechanical device by which the top level of a liquid tank 

could be obse.rved and measured with a great accuracy using a vernier scale. Some of the suggested 

applications were in engine tests, and detennination of pan evaporation rates. 

Behar (1941) described the operation of a latge number of early types of liquid level sensors and 

controllers in his extensive survey report. Most of the devices he described use pressure as the 
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sensed property as the liquid level clall cd. Ilhe applications were mostly in level control of liquids 

cin closed tanks such as gasoline re-)Lils, 01' cIgIlICi alld boiler tanks. 

Among pressure sensing type devic,:e, there vere anaroid type sen.;ors, diaphragm operated mercury 

switch type controllers, and air opct't, l controllers. Many deviceb have also been developed using 

a float type actuator. \lost of the 1iat type devices were used to maintain constant fiquid levels 

ii boiler drums by using the lloat t) autolmaltiCally Open a.nd clot-, inlet valves as required. Iehar 

(1941) also reported of manutacturers who supplied electrode type sensors for controlling liquid 

levels. Most of the devices sen.sed tOI: LlaMIge inI Current iLe to the conductivity of liquid and used 

it to operate relays to achieve proper control. One common feature of ;li these devices was that 

they incorporated a fairly large number of mechanical parts to link the primary sensing device to 

other peripherals such as valves, relays, indicators, and recorders. 

Cusick and Jones (1945) described a system especially recommended for measuring the level of 

corrosive liquids, or in measuring the liquid level of a substance containing entrained or suspended 

solids. This was done by purging the liquid concerned with air, or another inert gas, or water if 

applicable. The second medium was used to transmit pressure changes due to varying liquid levels 

to a pressure sensor which in turn would operate valves by mechanical means. They also described 

systems which use mercury as the pressure transmitting medium. 

A sensor which operated on the principle of electrical resistance was introduced by the Product 

-ngineering (1946) magazine. As the liquid made contact with the electrodes it conducted a minute 

electric current which, after amplification, controllkd relays, valves, or pumps. Another modifica

tion in this system was the availability of a sensitivity adjustment which made it possible to control 

chemical concentrations of liquids as well. 

Jones (1948) described an automatic controller which maintained a constant level of low boiling 

point liquids in a container by controlling the entry of fresh liquid from a reservoir. Regulation 
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was performed by a strong valve actuated by a vapor pressure thermomcter and elastic bellows. 

This device had the advantage of having no cxtecnal connections or relay systems. 

An instrument was introduced hN KoaL ic (I1954) which, by t ,:,g it sensifivc spirit level mounted 

upon a float, indicated levcl tlillci,'Cncus or differential air pressures with a very great accuracy. A 

Nlight LIN11gC III hnlItqld ICvel ldA ,ji I1.ica oLfan,11 bill-bid 

a higher degree of sensitivity. 

L . , tt 01ie Of the level giving LI:u Iot 

Williams and Maxwell (1954) designed an instrument, wlich operated on the capacitance principle, 

to measure, indikate, record, and control level of liquified gases inside a closed vessel. The sensing 

element was a cylindricad capacitmi, whobe capacitance was a function of the hcight of the liquid 

column. The measurement of capaicitance was (lone by the electrical bridge method. A four arm 

a.c. bridge was used for the measurement which drove a chart type recording device. Williams and 

.Maxwell (1954) also state that the chief disadvantage encountered was the need for electronic cir

cuitry of fairly high sensitivity. 

The strength of the capacitance method lies in its simplicity and adaptability. Installations have 

been notably successful even under extremely adverse conditions (llannula 1957). lle also men

tioned several potentid sources of error in the measurement. If the position of one electrode moves 

with respect to the other during the process, it causes a change in capacitance because of the change 

in geometry and makes the result differ from the expected. Proper mounting of probes is suggested 

as a remedy. 

In order to compute the instrument range, the dielectric constant of the liquid must be known, and 

it must remain sufficiently constant to maintain a capacitance of required stability. Because the 

dielectric constant varies with the composition of the material, a change in the constituents will 

produce a change in dielectric constant (I lannula 1957). 
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The temperature dependance of the dielectric constant must al.o be considered. Temperature var

iation could be controlled or ole-rvatioms have to be corrected if the changes are significant. fie 

also recommended using bare mctal probcs \%hen the liquid is iio01conLCtive and insulated probes 

in the case of conductive liquids. 

asIlanmula (1957) describcs ;aiiitchr Im:hor alictlinlg the nica.,LIrcllneit of conductive liquids 

'hang-up'. It is the el'ct ofa thin lilIll of liquid which sticks to the electrodes when the liquid de

creases after its risen to a certain level. According to the techniques developed at that time, the 

following were some of the questions that had to be answered in connection with 'hang-up'. 'Will 

the process material adhere to the probe insulation? Are there probe materials to which it won't 

adhere, or can the insulation bc 1lin coated with another subtance to prevent it? If the material 

adheres, how thick is the filn, anmd will it accumulate with time? What ;! the resistance of the film? 

Does it remain wet and coa.ductive or dry out and become nonconductive? If it dries, does it dry 

fiast enough to produce adequate measurement response?'. 

Capacitance level measurement requires two operations; first, the trat.Jormation of level change 

into capacitance change; SeCOndLt, the transforimation of this capacitance change in to meter indi

cation or control action (Revesz 1958). lie describes a capacitance type sensor consisting of a single 

metal probe at the center of a netal tank containing the liquid of which the level is to be measured. 

lie also suggests that the rod be electrically insulated from the vessel wall due to the disadvantages 

incorporated with bare probe rods. Revesz (.1958) listed two problems with bare probe type 

capacitive sensors, first, materials with high dielectric constants are difficult to measure, and 

conductive materials cannot be measured at all. Second, corrosive materials require expensive al

loys to be used as rod material, thereby making long probes 'cry costly. 

Ilerbster and Roth (1965) report that the capacitance type probe was selected as a commercial tank 

gage in a survey due to the following reasons. 

0 it offered adequate precision ( JI 0.2,o of maximum level 
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* 	 in-tank elements had no mechanical novement to decrease reliability and were easily protected 

from corrosion. 

* 	 it provided easy installation \\ilh minimum tank modification. 

* 	 it provided close-to-minimunm equipment and installation costs of all methods investigated, 

where other techniques were radiation sensing, buoyancy sensing, and weight sening. 

Flectronic circuitry in a capacitance level - measuring system varies from one manufacturer to an

other. Basicaly capacitance change in the tank unbalances a bridge circuit. The unbalance is in

dicated on a meter, or the brilecik rebalanced electronically and the rebalancing signal is used for 

indication (Ilerbster and Roth 1',t)51. 
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Theoretical Background 

The research plan required the development of two prototype sensors for experimental purposes. 

As mentioned earlier, prime consideration was given to low cost and compatibility with data logging 

equipment. It could be seen that a major problem encountered in the past with this category of 

sensors is the difficulty in autoinated data collection in digital form. Apart from that, the two 

methods, capacitance type level sensor and float and weight device, proved to be ideal for the in

tended application. Therefore, those two devices were selected for development. It was necessary 

to introduce a technique of converting the sensor output to digital format, which facilitates auto

mated data logging. 

Capacitive type Sensor 

The basic property utilized in the development of this device is the higher value of dielectric con

stant of water than that of air ( , = 6.79x1O Fil'n I and e,, = 8.85x1I) '21K'-I ) (Giacoletto 1977, 

ch.2). To develop a theoretical relationship between the water level and capacitance, a simple sys

tem consisting of two parallel plate conductors was considered. 
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The electrical capacitance betw(cui two parallel conducting plates has been found to be dependent 

on the area, distance between the plates, and dielectric constant of the medium between the plates 

(Fig. I). Using basic theorcms of clectricity (Solymar 1984, ch.2) it can be proved that the 

capacitance of such an MrrangCezntwLit t givun by: 

['C A 
d 

where: 

C = capacitance, 

= dielectric constant of the medium, 

A = surface area, and 

d = distance between parallul plates. 

The expression for electrical capacitance per unit length of two concentric tubes as shown in Fig. 

2 can be derived as: 

C =- 2tre 2 

in[ __+]!"1 
ro 

where: 

1-= radius of outer conductor, ;und 

r,= radius of inner conductor. 

If the tubes are partially submerged in one medium which has a different dielectric constant from 

that of the other, the total overall capacitance is gien by the :,il11 of the capacitances formed by 

the portion of the tubes in each Medium. Rcferring to IFig. 3, the total capacitance can be derived 

as: 
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Figure I. Parallel Plate Capacitor 
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Cylindricil EIlctroes 

Figure 2. 'uccunic Cylinudcr (r acilur 
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C 2 r e1 1 2, T 2 12 [3 

Ir', + n r,[3 ] 

where:
 

11= submerged length in medium i,
 

el = d.-lectric constant of medium 1,
 

12 =submerged length in inedium 2, and
 

E2 = dielectric constant of medium 2.
 

Because water has a significantly different dielectric constant than air, a change in the submerged 

length of the tubes causes an overall change in capacitance of the system. Tis phenomena has 

been utilized in the development of this sensor. 

AMeasure,nent of Capacitance 

There are several methods available for measuring capacitances. Whetstone bridge methods and 

clectrcal resonance methods have been used for this type of measurement. In this development, 

resistive charging of the capacitor was employed because it provided a significantly simpler way of 

converting the capacitance change to digital formnat than the tecinhlics mentioned above. The time 

delay of the output to a step cI:tnmge of the input of ic resistor - capacitor combination was 

measured]. fy assuming the leakage rcsislaic ;across the cap;acihmr to be very large, the arrangement 

can be represented by the simplified circuit in ;:,g. 4. The time variation of output voltage of the 

sensor V. in response to a step input of V volks can be given as 

VO = I[I- tCR]. [4] 
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Figure 3. Partially Submerged Conlposite Capacitor 
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where:
 

t= time, and
 

R = charging resistance.
 

Time. t,taken to reach a threshold v'oltage, Vr, is given by 

S- CR In[ I -I V • [5] 

Therefore, the measurement of time directly repreNcnmts the capacitance if the factors V..V, and R 

are constant. By combining equation 151 and cquation 131, it can be shown that the relationship 

between the delay time, t, and the water level /2,is linear as shown in equation 161, 

-2ir - 1 C :)12-2nR I- I1(1 + 12), r6] 

In ]
In o In In [ r, TVrR 


with the only variables being 12and t. 

Effect of Leakage Resistance 

It was assumed in the previous development that the leakage resistance between the electrodes was 

very large. In practice it may be sufficiently iow to cause a considerable change in the output. A 

imnplified equivalent circuit could be derived by replacing the charging resistance R with its 

Thevenin equivalent (Edminister 1905, chli. ) Rq: 

=e R k 
eq -(R + R) "7] 
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Figure 4. Simplified Excitation Circuit and Output Waveform - Capacitive Sensor 
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where:
 

R =charging resistance, and
 

R, = leakage resistance of capacitor.
 

Thcreloie, the previous expresiion 10r delay time I could be easily modified by substituting 

R, lor R, without changing its linc.r rclationship to waler level /2 (Fig. 4). The modified relation

ship between the water level and time delay is: 

In [I V ] In I ' ] 

-2 r (1:2 - f 1) 2 - 2 ir R.,1: i(11 + 12). [8]
2 fR., 

In[ILo 
 InL r 

PotentiometerSensor 

In the search for improved techniques for water level recording systems, it could be seen that the 

previous idea of resistive charging of a capacitor is applicable to improving the performance of 

conventional devices such as the float and weight actuated chart recorder. By the use of a 

potentiomecer along with a float and weight type actuator, the resistance R, is made to vary with 

water level I as opposed to capacitance C in the previous case (equation 141). The basic principle 

of tine measurement has been used in the same way as before. EIlectrical circuit representation of 

the arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. Using the same principles, as in equation 141, the expression 

for output voltage could be derived as: 

Vi - eV C[,] [9] 
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where: 

VO = output voltage, 

V'= input voltage, 

C = car-1.':i.ucc, and 

Rp = resistance of the potcntionlter. 

Similarly time, t, taken to reach a thrcushold voltage, V.,, when activated by a voltage V is: 

= - CRpln[1- -- ]. [10] 

A general relationship between the water level I and the potentiometer resistance R, could be es

tablished by considering the mechanical rotation of the pulley and the potentiometer caused by the 

vertical movement of the float (Fig. 6 ). A simple analysis on the arrangement provides the re

lationship in Equation 1111: 

]+Rp [ RPax RPmin R, [11] 

%%,here: 

RP = resistance of the potentiometer, 

I= vertical displacement of float (water level change), 

"= radius of pullt-y. 

Rpmx = maximum resistance of the potentiometer,
 

RP,,,,, = minimum resistance of the potentiometer,
 

n = number of rotations of the potentiometer, and
 

R, = initial setting of the potentiometer.
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Figure 5. Simplified Excitation Circuit and Output Waveform - Potentiometer 
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Float 'eight 

Figure 6. Relationship Between Flout Movement und Rl.sistunce 
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This shows that the vertical dkplacement of Iloat is linearly related to the resistance of the 

potentiometer at any setting. 1By measuring the time delay caused by the combination of varying 

R, a:.d constant capacitance C, it is possible to estimate the corresponding changes in water level. 

The complete relttionshil) hl:twicn V.tcr level chlange, I, and delay time, t, is given below in 

equation 1121, derived by combitling equal ion 1101 and equation I11. 

C= I[ [ ]+ RI] In I --- [12)[. Rpmax - RP 1 1 

Based on these two theoretical relationships between water level and capacitance (equation 181) and 

water level and resistance (equation 1121), the overall behavior of both sensors were expected to 

be linear. 

Ultrasound Device 

Ultrasound measurement (Sonar) was considered as another possible method to accomplish the 

task in this study. But, due to severad reasons discussed later, it was decided to proceed exper

imenting only with capacitive and potentiometer sensors. The theoretical background of an 

ultrasound distance measurement device is briefly described as follows. 

A high frequency sound pulse (e.g. 200 klz.) is emitted from a transmitter lowards the target to 

\ hich tile distance is to be measured. l)epending on the physical characteristics of the target object, 

a portion of the pulse is reflectcd back and detected by a receiver. "'l:time taken by the sound 

wave for the complete journey is eastred. If the specd of the ultrasound wave through the me

dium is k.nown, the distance between the tran.mittc and the object ca be precisely calculated. 
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Another arrangement is to install a receiver at the target plane and measure the time taken by the 

pulse to reach the target. Sensors have already been developed for water level measurement utilizing 

both these techniques. 

After studying the requiremcnts anjl characteristics, the following types of sensors were selected for 

further studies: 

1. 	 capacitance probe, 

2. 	 potentiometer sensor, and 

3. 	 ultrasound device. 

Even though ultrasound devices have the capability of measuring distances with a high accuracy, 

the following characteristics restrained it from being used for this particular application. 

I. 	 Power consumption was very high compared to other methods selected. (200 - 600 rW) This 

is not a favorable characteristic for a field instrument which has to be powered by dry battery 

banks. 

2. 	 Voltage requirements were not directly compatible with other IlPOLAR or CMOS devices 

which usually operate on 5 Vd.c. Due to this reason, it required the use of additional signal 

conditioning hardware for the input and output terminals. 

Taking these facts into considerationi, it was decidcd to procced with the other two types by con

structinug prototypes for prclimnin;tim tcsting. 
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Design and Development 

Capacitive type Sensor 

In the design process the first consideration was given to the capacitive type sensor. According to 

the theoretical analysis, it could be seen that the same tecluique can be used in various applications 

where continuous sensing is required. As a first step, factors governing the sensor design were 

identified for the determination of the other parameters. 

Several factors had to be determined before the sensor was constructed. 

I. A suitable conductin; mateial for capacitor plates or electrodes had to be identified. 

2. A method of insulating th c clectiodcs iccdll to be found. 

3. 1leight of the sensor - intended range of measurement had to be determined, and 

4. Other factors which affect the sensitivity of the capacitive sensor needed to be identified. 
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Since the main objective in this htudy is to monitor water levels of irrigation canals, it was suggested 

that all equipment be installed in stilling wells attached to each iirigation canal. Thercfore, it could 

IK-assumed that a cylindtical h~q;c would be best suited for this particular application. Considering 

the wide range of sizes available. and the reasonable cost, it was decided to use Aluminum pipes for 

the construction of senaors. ScLctn of cylindrical shape for the sensor capacitor wa. also justified 

by the behavior of eleciric field ar'ilmid concentric cylindrical ctctnductors. This arrangement acts 

to limit the generated ,;lectric fiCld t Mnly the intermediate space between those, when the outside 

conductor is at ground potential. () lindrical shape of the tubes also matched the conventional 

shape of stilling wells and therefore, causes no additional difficulties in installation. 

Since the capacitor is to be submncrned in water, it was necessary to prevent direct leakage of current 

between the two electrodes. Chemical corrosion was another problem addressed in the long term 

use. Therefore, it was decided to insulate the electrodes against current leakages and corrosive 

chemical reactions. 

The conductivity of insulation niatcrilk, in this case paints, played an important role in selection 

process. Several aluminum tubes of lcngth 31) cin were paintcd with four different paints which 

were commonly available. After the suggested curing time, eaih of these tubes were slubmcrged in 

water along with another unin,ulated electrode and the rcsistan.c between the two were estimated. 

The paint samples used were of the following: 

* IIrrSBURG Gloss Polymnide ipoxy paint No. 97-1, 

* OLYMPIC Poxolon 225 lilc Ice, 

IT''SBRJRG - Coal Tar Iltoxy paint No. 9J7-6(,40, andt 

* CAN - COAT L.iquid plastic. 
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Two types of paint out of four showed very high resistance to electrical current while others showed 

high conductivity and high le:Lkavc. After con-idering the appropriateness for metallic surfaces, and 

past experience in using the product, an Ipoxy paint ( PITTSBURG - Coal Tar Epoxy paint No. 

97-640 )l was selected w,the k: t insulation for the intended application. 

For laboratory experiments and preliminary field testing applications it was decided to focus on 

water level fluctuations less than 3 li (91 cmn). Therefore, total length of capacitive sensor was made 

to be 91 cm. At the satie time, it was necessary to decide upon a suitable diameter ratio for the 

concentric electrodes. E!quation 121 provides the basic relationship between the radii ratio ro/r,and 

capacitance C. Other imrportant factors considered at this level were the diameter of the outer tube 

compared with practical sizes of stilling wells and the intermediate spacing between cylinders re

quired for service and cleaning purposes. By taking all these into consideration, aluminum pipes 

of diameter 12.7 cm and 10.2 cm (5 in and 4 in) were purchased. 

After cutting into pieces of 91 cm (3fi) in 'cngth, the tubes were cleaned thoroughly with a heavy 

duty sand blaster. Painting was done manually, using a roller type bnish. This did not produce a 

very smooth surface, but the high viscosity of paint and the lenglh of the tubes prevented the use 

of other possible painting methods such as spraying. Then the tubes were hung vertically to drain 

out any excess paint and for dryinlg andllluring ol the Epoxy coat. 

Two conductors wer,,. fixed together by using a pair of Plexiglass plates with properly spaced slots 

to hold the curved cdges. A plastic threaded rod %aspassed through the center of the assembly and 

was tightened using two nuts (:ig. 7). A total of four such units were constnjctcd awid one was 

chosen for initial testing aud calibration pii psc. . 

The basic excitation circuit (Iei. 4) wa6 cLncted and input. output voltage waveforms were ob

served. A digital circuit was desigeCl to activate the .ensor ilI measure the time delay t, which 

I Sp'i'ilirtI In t ,i:tlihe Ihe. apia .11Iii N,, *I'ig .,' li Il .1, 
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reflected the submer-ed length of tube, 12(equation 181). A llaldware Programming Language 

(Navabi, Swanson and 1llill 1970) Was used to verily the system operation before construction 

(AIIPI, program and outputs are sho %nin Appendix-C). 

PotentiometerSensor 

This could be described as a modilied buoyancy sensor where the rotation of the axle was used to 

cause a change in resistance of a variable resistor (potentiometer) thereby converting the water level 

fluctuations to changes in resistance. With the new data collection technique used in this devel

opifelnt, it was possible to convert changes in resistance to digital fOtrmat conveniently. It provided 

easy control and data acquisition cal)ility with iiiiiinal aldlitionit circuitry. 

Operation Description 

The movement of the float caused a rotation ollan axle to Mhil ., potentiomneter (OiEI.IPOT-10 

turn variable resistor) was attached by means of a ilexible couplimL' (lig. 8). 'Ihis converted the axle 

rotation to a change in resistance. Usually a variation in rcsiStan1L is seiscd electronically, with the 

11.C (A all A/I) Cotn.e.ill . Bhut, ill lhIr. tt:V. ',l iLil, 111C L U t hila I . 111Vi 1lt: %V,I:l Vi1ttlth)yt'tl. 

It was the same technique which was used in the interface dcvlopmncl for the capacitive type 

sensor described belore. Therefore, the only operational change required for this unit was to keep 

the capacitor value, C, constant and let the resistance, R, vary according to the water level, 

(hanging the delay time imposcd by capacitiechlV111, (Clilatlioll 11111) ., tiLtl 01 delayC,|'dl.jCii iile 

could t'e done with the same arranvcinent as desc-ibed before, with slight modifications. 
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Design and Construction 

In order to achieve a significant resolution in the time reading, the resistance change per rotation 

had to be large. On the other hndo, there was an upper limit on the maximum delay time imposed 

by the system capacity. TherelOrc. it was necessary to select proper values for the potentiometer 

and the constant capacitor to obtain the required resolution and to match the current circuit pa

rameters such as clock frequency and threshold voltages. For this purpose, 5, 10, and 20 ka 

potentiometers and two types t"tLApcitors were purchased. Both Polypropylene and Polyester 

-oil capacitors were tested fkr thcir stability by keeping them fully excited for 3 weeks and meas

uring the charging time before ald after. Nto noticeable changes were detected. 

Theoretical analysis and experiments showed that 20 kfM potentiometer connected in series with a 

0. 3 jiF capacitor provided suitable time delays for the complcte range of application with the use 

of 5)Oktlz clock (Table 1). The electrical circuit diagram of the potentiometer and capacitor ar

rangement is shown in Fig. 5. 'lhe next stCp was to dlcsign and onstruct a special float and weight 

mechanism for connecting the potentiometer. In this design, it was planned to utilized only 8 tuns 

of the potentiometer to avoid non lincafities or errors Lue to reaching upper a'nd lower limits in the 

mechanical rotation of the axle. Pullcy design was carried out by considering I in as the range for 

water level fluctuations. The complete assembly is shown in Fig. 8. 
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Table I. Effect of Resistance and Clock Frequency on Counter Output. 

(lock Rei.sae (apacitance ( ounter Output 

kz Ail / F I1L DEC1,1IL 

1000 5 0.3 255 597
 

10 0.3 4A6 1190
 

20 0.3 93C" 2364
 

500 5 0.3 12.\ 298
 

13 0.3 2,10 582
 

20 0.3 4911 1179
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Digital System Design 

System Operation 

Fig. 9 shows a schematic of the electronic circuits used during the testing. The excitation pulse of 

voltage V charged the capacitor C, forned by the sensor, through the resistor R. At the time of 

issuing the excitation pulse, a high frequency counter was also enabled. The output voltage V. was 

sensed by the Schmitt trigger inverter U'2, which in turn triggered the res: of the circuit when it 

reached the threshold level, disabling the counter. So, the time interval was recorded in the counter 

by cotlu lilg a dh ! tlil'I tit: iallhI v:l httwt'-C- is,,ing tit pulse and o1)high fre(liltIlcy , lodtt',l itit 

voltage reaching the threshold level of the Schmitt trigger input. Within the next two clock pulses, 

the counter output was loaded to a latch and hexadecimal display unit and the system was made 

available for the next cycle of measurement, idlowing continuous display of data. The circuit was 

built on a development system bread board and all excitation and clock pulses were generated on 

board, using timers and crystal oscillators. 

This circuit was used in preliminary testing and proved successful. Certain modifications were made 

to miniinize display fluctuations. Even though this provided necessaly sensor output, data record

ing was carried out manually. A fully automatic data logging system was developed, based on the 

same principle of operation, as described below. 

As could be seen from the theoretical analysis, one of the major advantages of the developed sensor 

was that it converted water level change to a change in delay time, which could be easily measured 

using digital techniques. In addition to the measurement of time, the intended control system was 

required to ;ssue excitation pulses to the sensor. A microprocessor based (IlD64180) data logger-
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controller board (VI'RAX Microcontroller version IX)2 was purchased. It consisted of a 

11D64180 microprocessor, an [PRC JNl which contained BASIC (VIlRAX BASIC version 3.5) 

system histalled in it, and additiounal RAM space. It also had the additional features of having 24 

programmable Digital 1O lines controlled through a Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA), 56k-byte 

memory capacity, on-board EIIPRN programmer, two 16-bit programmable counter/timers, 4 

external interrupts, centronics patrall,1 printer interface, two RS-2 2 serial ports, and other optional 

facilities such as analog to digital converter (Sintcc 1988). 

Upon examination of' the originalI raidwme supplied, it was noticed that the power consumption 

was much higher than what is appropriate for a field unit. Therefore, al integrated circuits were 

changed to their CMOS versions in order to minimize current consumption. Furthermore, addi

tional ICs mounted for optional tasks were completely removed. 

The data logger system was operatilg on an FIPROM based BASI(C system A program was written 

in BASIC, (Appendix A) to control the sensor and store data. At a later stage, it was decided to 

change the control from BASIC to Modula-2 (Wirth 1985) for several reasons, such as easy 

input-output control and faster execution speed. A Modula-2 program was written by making the 

necessary additions and modifications to an existing system on a different data logger setup. This 

change made it possible to utilize the low power consumption mode (sleep mode) available in 

111)64180 processor without any dilficulty. With all these software and hardware changes it was 

possible to reduce the average current consumption from its listed value of 175 mA to 12.5 M4. 

Interface Circuit 

An interface circuit was designed with an external clock generator, 16-bit binary counter, and ad

ditional logic gates. Control pulses were issued by the microprocessor through the on-board PIA 

2 Specified to describe the apparatus. No endorsement is made 
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and necessary logic circuits were dt.'signed to carry out counter enable/disable tasks in synchroni

zation with processor operations. (CoUntcr output (12 bits) was read into memory through PIA 

ports at each excitation Jl:ig. I1). 

hlis gave rise to two additional IprOhlcms. First, it increased the overall power consumption of the 

system and second, it required the addition of a separate printed circuit board attached to the data 

logger. Both these factors were not coiimidered favorable for fiL-ld operations. Thercfore, it was 

dSrided to modify the data logging operation by utilizing the internal counter of the 64180 micro

processor, wlich was activated by the system clock. This drastically reduced the interface circuit 

to one hex Schmitt trigger inverter unit for controlling both senjors. After careful examination, the 

inverter was installed on the mirroprocessor board itself, mking use of all unused IC space. 

Connections to the PIA port aind sensors were made using wire wrapped finks. A schematic dia

gram is shown in Fig. 11. The dttveloped system was tested for its proper operation and proved 

successful. 

All software programs were written in Modula-2. The system carried out the following steps during 

one cycle of operation: 

1. stored year, date, and hour every hour on the hour, 

2. updated its internal 'real time' clock every 10 m, 

3. responded instantly to internal or external interrupts, 

4. activated the sensors ever) 1) minutes in the Illowing sequence: 

a. issued necessary control commands for proper rcsettiin, of PIA pols, 

1). loaded internal counter to its hih value (FFFF FFFI Ilex), 
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c. 	 issued an excitation pulke to the sensor (capacitive type) through tile PIA, 

d. 	 started decrcimenting its onir, 

e. 	 proce:ed until the ..:ns )r capacitor was charged to threshold level and stopped decre

nlcanting u[ofI sc.Ilillp! it. 

f. 	 reset the excitation pulse to ground level, 

g. 	 read the internal countr and obtained the count which represents the water level, and 

stored it temporarily, 

h. 	 repeated steps (b) through (g) 11 times, 

i. 	 computed the average and sum of squares of the last 10 data points collected (counts), 

(this scheme of excluding the first data point was suggested to eliminate possible error due 

to charges collected during the time interval between excitations) 

j. 	 if the residual sum of squares (SS) was less than a pre-specified value, the logger stored the 

average, 

k. 	 if SS was higher, which showed highcr variation anong data points, repeated steps (b) 

through (i) until a satis..hctory SS was obtained, 

1. 	 if SS was unsatisfactor,' tor three (3) such trial., terminated excitation and stored the av

erage of 30 data points, 

in, 	 repeated steps (a) through (I) for the other sensor (poteitiometer) and returned to sleep 

mode, and 
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5. 	 carried out down loading of a required number of data pohits from storage when requested 

on RS-232 seriad lines. 

A listing of tile Modula-2 proglati :ipplicd in Appendix 13. 

Testing 

Tests were carried out with the capacitor unit connected to the excitation and control system 

(without the use of the Iicrocontroll'r), to investigate the reliability of the digital circuit and be

havior of the sensor. The circuit was triggered manually and data were recorded from the attached 

display device. During these preliminary tests, the following problems were encountered and were 

corrected. 

It was noticed that the display was unstable and was fluctuating around a certain value when th

water level was constant. It was also observed that the Iluctuainms were wide at certain sampling 

frequencies and negligibly small at other frequencies. This was found to be due to the difference 

between the sampling frequency and the 60 1lz power supply frequency. Whenever the sampling 

frequency was set to 60 1Iz or a mltLipIl of 60, this fluctuation was minimized. The use of a very 

hig.h sampling frequency showed mmoc cons.tenlt results. i;ut thki approach was not recommended 

because a higier frequency excita lhm i had the tndency to adveil-)y influcnce the system by low

erimig the overall leakage resistaicti 

Another requirement was to have a low power con.,umption so t1t1 prolonged field use was pos

sible. Therefore, it was decided to use CMNOS interated circuits which consume less power than 

F'IT types. This considerably lowttcd the miaxinum operating: lticquency as CNIOS devices do 

not operate at very high frequencies. Alic t,mLtor cotnributcd t., the dctcrininaltiol of the clock 
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frequency was the necessary rc:,oltlion. A summary of investigations on various combinations of 

charging resistois and cluck frelitincies is given in TFable 2. After these studies, it was decided to 

proceed testing with 500 kllz clock and l0O kil charging resistor R, a combination which provided 

a resolution of about 5 counts p-cr 3 mi depth of water. It was decided that this resolution was 

quite adequate to es,ablish .,n-orcharacteristics. Sampling rate was set to be about I liz which 

allowed convenient reading of the diply)even when it was fluctuating. 

Several tests were carried out to examine the operation of the sensor for rising and falling water 

levels. For these preliminary tests, the water level change was achieved by siphoning water in and 

out of a plastic container. This setup limited the totad level change to about 30 cm. Readings were 

recorded at each time for both increasing and decreasing water levels, with the use of a calibrated 

water column. 

Test Stand Design 

Even though it was possible to carry out preliminary tests and establish basic relationships on the 

actual behavior of the sensor, it was ncce5:sary to be able to compare each device with another 

standard water level sensing mechanism for the purpose of calibration. l.aboratory tests described 

before were performed using two Scparate plaistic containers (.3(; 'Mdiameter and 30 cm height) and 

siphoning water in and out each toire. With this setup it was impossible to investigate the full op

erating range of the sensor. 

A test stand was built with three interconnected PVC sewer pipes (diameter 18 cm). All bottom 

ends were sealed with PVC caps and [he pipes were interconnected using TYGON tubes (diameter 

2 cm) at a height of 30 cmn from the bottom. Please see Fig. 12 for details. In this way, it was 

possible to acheve the same water level changes in all three pipes. 
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Cailc 2. Effect of Charging Resistor nI (lock Frequency on Counter Output at a Constant Water 
level. 

Clock Frequency ( ]ar;:ging Resistor Counter Output 

kIIz AIZ IIEX DECIMAL 

200 1i5 ODE 222 

100 097 151 

500 200 4213 1067 

101) 19C 412 

50 0C4 196 

1000 10) 34B 843 
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Water was poured into one pipe through a funnei and an outlet was connected at 30 cm level for 

decreasing the water level whenever required. The total height of the pipes was 1.5 m and they were 

rgidly secured vertically with a wootdcin frame. 
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Figure 12. Test Stand for Calibration of Prototypes 
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Experimental Procedure and Analysis of Data 

Calibrationof Capacitive Sensor 

For the purposes of calibration and development of required data logging facilities, tests were car

ried out in the following order. First, a capacitive type sensor was installed in one of the pipes of 

the test stand. A coznnercially available pressure sensor (Sierra - Misco Model 5050LL-PTF) and 

a conventional point gage (for calibrating the pressure sensor) were installed in the other two pipes 

(Fig. 13). Characteristics of the pressure transducer (Sierra-Nlisco 1987) and the point gage are 

separately listed below. 

Pressure Transdutcer 

I isted accuracy: + 0.5% of the transducer range (equivalent to ± 0.06ft for the 12.Ofi range). 

" Range of operation: 0 - 3.61 ti 

* Output: 0 - 5 V. d.c. 
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N 	 Output display device: KIITI.HEY - Model 191 Digital NIultimeter. 

a 	 Range: 0 -+2i, I'. 

Point Guge 

" 	 Resolution: + 0.3 mmn 

* 	 Range: 0 - 0.6 m 

Capacitor excitation and measurement of delay time was done by manally triggering the control 

circuit as before. 'I he system in Fig. , was used in these experiwcilts. Displayed output, which 

was in hexadecimal (IIEN), was recorded at each time of excilation. Cont:iuous application of a 

d.c. voltage to capacitor plates showcd a drift in the reading 1br time delay. This was suspected to 

be due to effects of electrolysis and polarization of molecules and was assumed to be dependant on 

the chemical composition of water. To reduce such errors, the control circuit was designed so that 

the voltage pulse was issued only at the time 0* measurement and all other times, the sensor 

elctrodes were kept short circuited amid at ground poten tial. This t)perating scheme also helped to 

inimize power consumption. WaIcI level of all the pipes wcrC ',iti tancotsly changed by adding 

water to one pipe through the funnel. [hc following items were recorded for further investigations 

and statistical analysis: 

1. 	 Timc of the day, of adding or draining out water from the system, 

2. 	 Amount of water added or drailnld out at each time, 

3. 	 'rime of the day of reading senstors. (items I and 3 were recorded to investigate the effect of 

settling time on reading), 
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4. Pressure sensor reading ( I/ ), 

5. Point gage indication ( tin , atnd 

6. Capacitive sensor output ( IL.\ ). 

As described betore, the observation Ii)r the time delay of the cap:icitive sensor was obtained by the 

display of a counter output. Even though it was a certain number of pulses which represented a 

time delay, no attempt was made tt convert the number of puk,-, to time units because the direct 

use of counts simpfified the data ptoccssing and caused no additional errors. So, the number of 

pulses recorded from the capacitive sensor was directly used in the analysis and was denoted by the 

vamiable CCOUNI'. Pressure scmi.oi output obtained by it live anid it hall digit digital multimeter, 

specified above, was denoted by V/p. 

Analysis of Data 

Because the primary objective of data analysis was to develop a relationship between the new water 

level sensor and standard device output, a simple linear regression was suggested as the best ap

proach according to the theoretical relationships developed before. Statistical Analysis System 

Version 5.16 (SAS v. 5.16) was used in these analysis (SAS Institute 1979)). Simple linear regression 

process derived coefficients (intercept aMd slope) to relate the dcludant variable to the independent 

variable through a linear equation. In addition to these coellicicnits, it also provided a measure of 

error incorporated in the model (standard error) and a measure of agrecnient between observed data 

points and model predicted data (?2j. 
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Both these factors were given consideration because the objectives were to investigate whether the 

actual behavior was linear in atc.,rdaCLec with the theory and it) lind the degree of accuracy with 

which water levels could be measured b,. the new SClsor. 

Even though a value of 0) T'9 IR1 :f., d very N;Itld.iL.tory indication for a linear fit, it was decided 

to exarn'ine further to establish exact seLior characteristics by obtaining a plot of residuals with 

predicted water levels. The plot indicated the distribution of the difference between the measured 

water level (standard sensor) and predicted water level (capacitive/potentiometer data). Observa. 

tions made using the residual plot were immensely helpful in detecting variations in sensor charac

teristics which were undetectaible othcr' ise. 

Analysis of the data showed that the pressure transducer was linear with both increasing and de

cicasing water levels. The pressure transducer voltage - stage data were fit with a linear model by 

rcTgrQsioln. Re.;ulted R! was 0. 999 and the standard error was 1.8 mn (28 observations) when V, 

was used to predict stage in metces as measured by the point gage. The model, equation 1131, was: 

Stage= 2.456 1/ - 1.848. [13] 

Therefore, the pressure sensor was considered as the reference device to "aibrate the new prototype. 

'he pressure sensor output V was directly converted to stage according to the results of previous 

calibration and was denoted by L in the rest of the analysis. All statistical analysis were carried out 

between capacitor data (CCOUYI") and pressure transducer data (L). A simple linear regression 

(equation 1141) between the pressure sensor data and the capacitive sensor data resulted in an R 2 

of 0.9984 and a standard error of 0.931 cm. 

1 = A + "12 CCOUN' [14] 

On further examination of the results, a prominent pattern in the residuals was observed (Fig. 14). 

It was previously shown that, theoietically, the relationship between 1.and delay time CCOUNT 

is lintear. But the residual pattern indicak:d the e xistence of an outside effect which changed the 
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that this intetlerence was from the 60 lIztheoretically expected behavior. It wi:i hypothesized 

power supply frequency and re.istoi .. pcito;i ,L0ihinations rcachiig elCctricl reSonanCe states 

on as they are gradually changed with v:t1\11112 water Icvci l1his aSsut U1'tioti wds primarily based 

the peculiar pattern of residuals which c.sinblcd a sinusoid. 

After including data for both increamn. anid decreasing water levels, the residuals showed a pattern 

1he reason for this differencewhich highlighted the portion for dcrcasing water levels (Fig. 15). 


between the data from riing and talling water levels was that the readings for the falling water levels
 

'[he first point in the data for falling waterneeded to have been taken more slowly than they were. 

canl:vevls was taken after suflicient dclI, A,id thi:s ptoint was n0t dilIcirClit from the rising data, as 

After recording the lirt point, it was incorrectly decided that data could bebe sL:en in Fig. 15. 

collected at a higher speed. Allowance of more time after each decrement of water level was ex

pected to improve the response. Thi., was not considered as an obstacle for the system development 

l:catise, in i is particular a'j)jlicatioli of irrigation water schedufing, the time span considered is very 

so that such errors are minimized.Ilng and the data collectioa rate can I.,. lowered enough For 

was set to be 5 min after each increment of
all the other experiments, the speed of measurement 

water level and 10 min after each decrement of water level. 

a series of
To fu-ther investigate the hypothL is that residual pattern is caused by stray voltages, 

was tested by carryingexperiments were planned. As a first step, repeatability of the experiment 

out the same procedure again without changing any of the critical parameters. In order to minimize 

the previously observed discrepancy between the readings for increasing and decreasing water levels, 

was allowed belomie tmking tile reading at each decrement of water level. The5 in settling time 

Fig. It). Ihis pattern and other related statistical parameters clearly
residual pattern is shown in 


is )table and it Shows similar characteristics repeatedly.

indicate that the behavior of sensor 

, I'stray clectric ficlds and observe the effect. Two
The next step was to change pos.sik ICSOulccs 

v.,Arel l z power supply and high frequency clock signaidspossible sources suspected in this scaci t r 

I e pwver SupIply for the capacitor excitation circuit was 
gncerated onl the control circuit it,'ll 
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changed lo mn a.c-d.c convectr.regulator to a separate regulated d.c battery supply. This change 

was made to eliminate 60 /Iz ripple voltage which is an inherent characteristic of a.c.-d.c. convert

ers. The same expeninctnt was cairried out with this change and data was analyzed according to the 

model in equation 1141. The re iilting residual distribution is shown in Hig. 17. 

" RI obtained -).99'6 

=* Standard error ± 0.983 cm 

Because tis distribution showcd the sane pattern it was assumed that the source of the pattern 

was not the power supply .\notlther lipothesis mentioned above was that the observed effect is 

due to another high frequency .,ignal possibly gencrated by the control and excitation circuit :tself. 

In order to isolate the possible source of error, another test was carried out with an ad'Jitional screen 

around the pipe carrying the c.aaitivc sensor. Screening was done by wrapping a wire mesh 

(2.5mm x 2.5,im) around it and coinnne-ting to ground potential. This was expected to minimize 

any stray electric fields due to all outside sources. After analyzing data, it was observed that the 

alteration has caused no siginliialilt LihaitC% 1t the residual pattern or the operation of the sensor. 

These experiments and related analysis conlirMIed that the elect is not due to noise emitted either 

from the power supply or from outside sources. Another tc.t designed to investigate whether it is 

due to high frequency resoLLce of the comccting cable and the capacitor aissembly proved that 

u.ie of the cable improves the lcrformnace by guaiditg aginst existing stray signals.m Therefore, it 

was decided to continue using the cable for the C0lCuLtintz1-, btCC1 wcunsors and control circuits. 

At the same tine, an iterl'acc :ir.rcuit (1jig. 1t)) was designed and constructed to automate the data 

re-ording, with the help of a computer. \ microprocessor based data logger board ( VII'RAX 

Ikl( 'R t (' I'l(( 1I I' Vtl'i. ll IX ) \,.%%x II,'d itc(l il tit)uap ,ii 1it11i. I ) 0t thi. halige, 

the additional circuitry previously rcquied could be greatly, reduced. Softwae was developed using 

the BASIC system already installed inI the data logger (VIIRAX BASIC version 3.5). Another 

advantage was the easy operation and elimination of human error in reading data. To minimize 
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errors due to internittent 1lictuations of reading, 10 obscnations were taken at each time and av

erage value for counts w-I,au-.,:d for lurher analysis (CCO)I'N). A, a later stage, the circuit was 

further simplified to rninimic power consumption (Fig. 11). 

This change of control circit A',as s,!ppOscd to cause a chantge in the overall response of the system 

if the observed behavior xas due to some resonance effect of the inductances and capacitances in 

the bread board and additional wiring. But, the results of tests, shown in Fig. 18, conducted after 

the use of data logger board indicate that there was no effect of the properties of the circuit towards 

changing the residual pattern but it did provi,. iore consistent data both in increasing and de

creasing phases. This in1pro enent was due to the uniformly spaced observations and averaging 

to get the final response. The system clock frequency was changed in the next experiment to in

vestigate its effect on the residual pattern. It was increased to 800kz and decreased to 200kz in 

two consecutive tests. But, it Coutld be seen that (.ither an increase or a decrease in clock frequency 

had no effect on the observed pattern. Charging re-sistor R v as also changed to 150kW: from its 

previous value of 100k. in a eparatc experiment to checkl. the effect of the time constant RC on 

the sensor performance. 

After this series of experiments and statistical analysis explained above, it was confirmed that the 

observed residual pattern was not due to any stiay cillect or electrical resonance effect. Based on 

those observatiols, it could be hypothesized that the phy.s i l geometry of tG.,e Aluminum tutLes it

self contributes It) the unexpected behavior. I )ring til ti, lovc tcufts, the same pair of tubes was 

used to preserve the consi tcncy of the system variables. Ilie next experiment was carried ou with 

I dil rcnt pair of Itbes of"it. ''ailm. 4lilI'.i*)ll 111' 1li Ii , 1) lmlli'omrla ;bII II,- '; 't'u l';ibhe 

were used because they ha.c roven to be the best conmbination for the data acquisition system. 

Recorded data were analyzed according to tihe same nodl (equation 181) and results are shown 

below. The residual pattern is shown in Fig. 19. 

0 R1 = 0.9992 
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* Standard error + 0.77 cm 

This showed a completely different pattern compared to previous rcsid'al distributions, while in

dicating a fairly linear fit. Res'idual patterns for two other sensors, resulting from the same test ,_nd 

analysis, are shown hi Fig. 21 and I'ig. 21. [ruin these obsc'ations, it was obvious that the source 

of error, which had been searched for, was the irregularities in electrical or geometrical properties 

of the sensor. Inorder to establi.sh a theoretical explanation, another analysis was made on the 

effect of these variables ol delay time. 

lilwre are two properties %hwh tmay cazms_ such irregularities and therefore, were of major concern. 

lie time delay Itmeasured is dcLCIIdeIItl o, Ilic capacitance (C) and the charging resi,:taiice (R). But, 

it is also dependent on the leakage rcsistance between eiectrodes (equation 171). Irregularities in 

capacitance along the axis of the tubes may also be caused by non uniform diameter ratios of the 

pair of tubes. 

To study the effect of non uniformities in tube dimeter, equation 161 was partially differentiated 

with respect to the radii ratio r(r= r/t;). To simplify the analysis, the effect of the portion of tube 

in air was neglected by assuming = 0:0. This resulted the tllowing relationship between the change 

in delay time 6t caused by a iinute chuage in diameter ratio 6r. 

t= r In [I- I/ ]2c22 [15]
2rl.1 r

Using this relationship, it was fbuw! that the percentage change in delay time due to a i% change 

in diameter ratio r v,'a 4.48 , for the presently used combination of cylinders with diametLIS 

12.7cm and 10.2cm. This highlighted the affect of the precision of the tube diameter on the Fial 

a.curacy of the oCl'serTl reading. 
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From the equation 17] it could be %eenthat the nonunifori nities in the leakage resistance may be 

another cause for the obser, cd beha%ior. Changes in leakage resistance eventually caused a change 

in equivalent resistance for chariug. (equation [81) The degree of the affect could again be esti

mated by differentia!ing ecqutllln 1,j with respect to Rq, 

(- l[ I - ]. ,.. [16] 

Equation, 1161, was used toI ltkculatt the percentage change in delay time 61 due to a small change 

'in charging resistance 6R,, lit was ltiund to be a 1% chauge in 6t for a 1 change in R,q. Based 

on these analysis, it was possible to conclude that the observcd residual pattern was caused by either 

of the properties discussed abOVe. 

Upon observation, it was mntiiced that the thickness of insulating paint coating was not uniform. 

The leakage resistance discussed above consisted of rcsistances across the thin layer of paint at each 

level of tubes. Therefore, there was a possibility that the variation had been caused by uneven paint 

thickness. Further tests were necessary to correctly identify the source of error whether it was the 

nonuniformities in leakage resistance or the diameter ratio along the axis. 

Upon examination of the tlbes used for sensors, it was observed that there were some dents caused 

in handling and previous u.e. In the preliminary desii .tge the ellect of these were neglected 

because the primary goal was to establish the basic principles and overall response of the unit. 

Because the sensor excitation and data acquisition system were now developed to provide sufi

ciently accurate data to highlih.dit such irregularities, further steps were necessary to develop a sensor 

ith a more uniform respoi,.c 

Based on the results discusscd above, several tests were planned as an attempt to find a better design 

for die capacitive type sensor. IFirst, :a pair of tubes with imiimumn dents and irregularities was se

lected from the four units comntructcd and tested before. lhie residual pattern obtained from the 

test carried out with this particular set showed a more unifrin varation compared to those of 
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previous combinations Of tubes, wotsitlring the established hypothesis (Fig. 22). In order to in

vestigate the significance Otf the 1L)II41IihoIwllitles in paint thikl .n'ts versus irregularities in diameter 

ratio, the next experimetw La.ried oiut with an additional paint coating on the bottom half of 

inner tube of the sensor. Stati!ti~al ,uialysis on the data provided a linear fit with the residual dis

tribution shown in Fig. 23. 

RI = 0.9989 

* Standard error = + 0.95 cm 

This indicated a significant dilkircnice frlom the previous pattern with a very prominent brea point 

at the change over point of pait thickness. According to these observations, it could be concluded 

that, the sensor performance was affected by both the geometrical irregularities and the unevenness 

Of the paint thickness. In oidcr to verify this hypothesis, it was decided to build another capacitor 

unit according to a different (lcsign which is expected to provide better performance characteristics. 

'tU minimize surface irregularities, PVC pipes of diameters 7.5cm and 10.2cm were iused in this trial. 

The outer surfaces of both pipes were converted to cylindrical conductors by firmly gluing thin 

Aluminum !'oil to them. Rcgular household Aluminum wrapping foil was selected considering its 

extremely low cost compared to other methods such as electroplating. Electrical connections were 

made using aluminum wires and screws to minimize electro-chemical reactions and consequent 

c(.rrosion of the foil. Insulation coating (PI'T'I'SBUi(G Coal 'rar Epoxy paint No. 97-640) was 

manually applied to the foil layer. Two tubes were fixed together as a concentric cylinder capacitor, 

with the use of two galvani,cd screws and bolts. Testing was carried out in the same manner as 

before with the pressure sensor as the reference device. Data 1'()r capacitive sensor was automatically 

collected by the data logger used before (VITRAX Microcontroller). 

A simple linear regression act.ording to the inotW,! equation 'tS1 provided the following results with 

the residual pattern shown ii Fig. 24. 
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* RI = 0 .99' 

* Standard error = 0.31; c'm 

The same test 
t. , nsor was better tiian the previously developed ones. 

Pcrforinajce of the 11llld t 

%as carried out gtili IllitkiIII,: :,,,,;L: conditions, and analysis of combined data proved that sensor 
I and 2 in Trableperlormance was stable o '; hlc,,d2,l Ii (Fg! 25). lllca~e refer to test numbers 

4. 	 Even though theic %a, i ,:;1, IIIur',iduiils, the error introduced by it was neglected because 

1he pattern which still remained wa assumed to 
tile overall standard error \ , sullict ntly small. 

was found to be 18 CCOUNTSlhe overall sensitivity
be due to irre gularitics in pait thi..nci,. 

+ 0.44 cm. This parameter couldmodel was 


be used to calculate the accuracy of the level iueasuren,-nt which was found to be ± 0.87 cm.
 
per cmn and standard eritr ol tlc pIit1ition by the 

Major problems encountered in constructing the sensor were gluing the Aluminum foil to the PVC 

pipe uniformly and painting. Aluminum foil was very easily wrinkled during the process of gluing 

were hand presstl firmly using a smooth,
and provided an irregular hurlface. Remaining wiikles 

hard surface. 

Since the conducting Aluminum layers 
Painting was done manually with a regular paint brush. 

PVC pipes, it wasn't necessary to insulate the inside 
were attached only to outer .uLifiwes of both 

assumed to be stufficiently
.1,li.d the MIlIac linl,h of tiltc PV pipes were 

.si thceS. "Ilc til16 -

Illlt, it v.s. tilli.hi to obtail a pCrfcCtly utifonn 
u1ilitn1. )ue to the 1l1llk visc ol, t te C 

the whole ,l'i acc.thickness over 

ince was also examined. First,ton ,Cwi)rp..rfori
T[he effect of water temlpcialtnic alld iii i 1e 

Adding hot water directly was not 
was warmed up by keeping In the ,stin tr ',cvcial hours. 

water 
to dissolved 

them,' %as a P)1 .-lih1 (1l LIIuIii1iit' the Llhcenical proptrti's due 
recommended because 

the heginnung, ddle, and 
als. I hclI c:mIpcmttli ('(') \1,as lmlneasnid at 

Chlorine and other cheic 

sensor was 
lhe .\er.tgC was considered as the temperature at which tile 

the end of the experiment. 
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tested. Cooling of water was tchieved but adding sufficient aloutint of ice cubes. Again, tile average 

temperature during the test %;as 'tillialetd. These two tests provided similar results with standard 

errors of+ 0.48 cm alld t- I.[ .''ii l,:z:tl c. ianIII ition, it could be seen that the valuescly, tp'Ioi 

for the slope (.42) and intrr, .lr !l)have changed slightly etceen experiments. By comparing 

95'!;,, confidence band,,,I'l. i .:gr cssions, it could be seen that new intercept and slope values of 

3 aicl'.".1 not cxaculy "naal6 o 1ht of lest I or Test 2. 

Another test was carried out to eltl.ate the elfect of iton L ncentration in water on the output. 

In practice, the conductivity In j.if)io is used to represent th salinity of water. As the dissolved 

salt concentration is increas,,, the ioni/ed nolecuiles and mobl,ile electrons increase. 'Ihis lowers 

the resistance and increascs the conductivity. Since the capa.itance type sensor employs the water 

as its dielectric medium, there was a possibility of it beinig affected by the changes in chemical 

composition of water. A change in salinity may change the dielectric constant of water and hence 

the capacitance at a certain watcr level. Onl the )ther hand, it affects the water conductivity, and 

may thereby change the :eakage resistance of the .apacitor, and the measured delay thne. 

To investigate this effect, 25 g oi4 sdt (Sodium ('hholidC) W.11 added to the total volume of water 

used for tie experiment alter recoidin, tlie itial cmdtcti i., at which the previous experiments 

wcc caiicd out. hi'tA digital ,ordi ity hncicr (i :ihcr Sciciititic (Corporation) was used it) measure 

IlIC coiIdIIti\vity. This in:rc.il tlhe ctonlducti tv to 15.4 tlo frol its previous value of 124 

jl.lP;,'. ("tll'.ellut t tests lroi,l ic.lhe -,ma l ,iw., ,imith 'l.%it t)'))')2 std Starid;artL l error 

of 1 1147 am. Slight dcviant, . , IL iie-t, a, dh c -!, olo l, Ii l . tAnothcr IIo .g 

of'salt was added before repaC .I, IiIt the tLI I, il givin g n.lsc iiitici ca , illcoilltt.ti,, t)i to 2740 

jillo. Statistical analy., iled a hIIC;m vel.ttoolaal e iii /p&P1 )1 I ,llil,,Iadardtat crror of + 

0.47 cnt. A summary of rcs it showing waler tCIII)MIattIC., mid tCMIluCtiitlics With the corre

sponlding ImodCl parameters I-,:hov1.1 111IHalc . IIIll I  t.h tlc snic ..iinplc linear model 

(cqIation 181) was IiSeI ihiat LanCe %ii the h.Ct clltiC.11al ,II..
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By comparing the 95% confidc1 't:C limitS on each of the parameters ., and A2, it was noticed that 

there was an effect of both teml,)Ctiturte alnd water conductivity on the regression results. In order 

10 tct the :iiglliiiL:iiHC the ,'Il,:t a new model (equation01 ! of temperature and water cOnLIluctivity, 

I171) was u.ed in the rcressiont ,ihti combining all the data Otllected, with temperature (TEMP) 

and water conductivity (( 0, j/ .t i tlier two independent variables in the regression model. 

:.'ui;I. 

Iz.pectively. The F-test rejected :L!- null hypothesis that the cit'cts of either TEMP and COND 

were insignificant at 95% conilcn,:e level. Therefore, it could be concluded that the sensor char

F-valuts obtained fur tc.tiq, IIu,: tof the variables TI:IIP and COND were 94.45 and 5.31 

acteristics were dependant oil the tcmperature and w-ater salinit,. I lowever, at a given temperature 

and conductivity, the measureicit accuracy was calculated to be + 0.87 cm. 

2 CCOL'NT '43 TEMt' +L = A + .,1 + A,jCOND [17] 

where: 

A = 54.50, 

.12 = 0.0527, 

• "--1).5385, and 

A. = --0.01.25.4 


* RI obtained = 0.9965 

* Standard error = 1.70 cm 
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'Table 3. Summary uf lHe.suits on Capacitive Device 

Model: 
L = AI + A 2 CCOUNT 

Test Water Water R Std. 
No. Temp. (oIrud. Error

(0 C) (pI.llho 	 (cm) 

23.7 124 0.9998 0.39 

2 23.7 124 0.9998 0.43 

.1 29.4 124 0.9998 0.48 

4 18.5 124 0.9998 0.46 

5 23.9 154 0.9992 0.73 

6 25.0 2740 , 0.9994 0.46 

A1 A2 
+ Conf.Lini. ± Conf.Lim. 

35.942 	 0.0540 
±0.1586 ±0.000157 

35.964 	 0.0538 
+0.1337 +0.000133 

36.222 	 0.0489 
+0.2687 +0.000192 

35.335 	 0.0571 
+0.2216 +0.000243 

36.448 	 0.0510 
-1.346 ±0.000385 

35.818 	 0.1)517 
-1.3657 +0.000586 
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Calibration of Potentiometer Sensor 

After the potentiometer was proptcrly connected to the weight and float mechanism, (Fig. 11) the 

unit was installed in one of the pipes of the test stand. Because the relationship between the actual 

level change in meters and the -tandard pressure sensor output in volts had been established, the 

pressure sensor alone could be u:Lc3 to compare the other devices; capacitance and potentiometer 

types. Both of the prototypes were activated by the same control circuit after making additional 

modifications. 

The counter output corresponding to potentiometer sensor was denoted by PCOUNTand was was 

directly used in further analysis. I)ata was statistically analyzed in the same way by taking the 

pressure sensor as the releienwc device and converting it to itage in meters (L ). The linear model: 

1. = B, + i, !'COtVT [18] 

was used in the regression process resulting in: 

* RI = 0.999 

* Standard Error = + 1.08 c.,n. 

UIpon observation of the residuals, it could be seen that there is a clear margin between residual 

,I ( i h ,III! tZwlwtt It'4dl)0IIl h 10It UI tIcIC.I llI1 W il,It'i -[' ,11111th't Itt',ll41 .8 'A,.IIC It-vd . l , c ,,11,I w x,' 

assumed to be due to the friction in the rotating parts, bea;ings and other links. Tlhe connection 

between the axle of the potentiometer and the pulley axle was made by force fitting a piece of 

TYGON tube to both, which maJe the link more flexible and fairly resistive to torsional moments. 

This helped to eliminate any undesired bending forces due to slight misalignments. All the bearing 

h1bik.lcl l;'lIllt Iclt" l', wi 

the two sets of data (Fig. 27). 

poitt.ib wct' wil " , !t"0% 1 4Ii)ttlItttz lhIc. ilt' p;ntkty) ktlwc 
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Upon careful examination, it could still be possible to detect that residual points for up data and 

down data lie further apait towards the end of the plot which corresponds to higher levels of water, 

than at the beginning (Fit. 27). (', leJcalt investigations on the experimental setup showed that 

the cord used t) connect 1.2 'uIt and Iloat ovcrwindLd., v.lien it rea'hes the sidewall of the pulley 

when the water level is ilt r,ISCd I hL . ,litioiii frictionl aind LIianclur change has caused the above 

described error. As a rLIIlwiy, the axle wa, properly levelled and cord was placed in such a way that 

it has sufficient lateral dtiimcc to atdv:IILt:t: along the drumu of' the pilicy for the total range of op

eration. The Fig. 28 shows bub cqtiunt improvements in residual pattern. 

The potentiometer device providihd st;ge nlW11c.lcu. \ith a standard error of ± 0.82 cm. 

Therefore, the accuracy At the me1Casurcncnt could be calculated as + 1.64 cmn in ! in range. The 

saw tooth type pattern seen in the linal residual distribution (Fig. 28) was caused by the physical 

setup of the device. Due to practical limitations, the float and weight unit could not be mounted 

in such a way that the weight moves outsid,: the water container in the test stand (:ig. 13). 

Therefore, at a certain point, the plunger entered rising water and came out in the same region, 

wvhen water level was reduced. The length span of the distorted plot being approximately equal to 

the plunger length (15 cm) proved that the error was caused by the above deszribed phenomena. 

In actual practice, this is avoitld by mounting the pullcy mechanism at a very ligh elevation from 

the maximum water level expected. A summary of model paramneters is shown in '[able 4. 

Analysis of Expenses 

Because one of the objectikes of this study was to develop a low cost device for water level meas

urement, a cost analysis was made compaing the expenses of the developed sensors with other 

available devices (Table 5). Approximate figures for labor costs were used because it was diflicult 

to differentiate between the portion for labor and the other expenses of the project. 
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Table 4. Summary of Iksults on |ulcstioni.etr Sensor 

Model: 
L = Y, + B2 PCOUNT 

RI Sid.Err.(cI) fB± Conf.Lim. B2 ± Conf.Lim. 

0.9992 0.82 19.385 ±0.3196 0.0695 ±0.000324 
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It could be seen from this Lni', h thai the capacitance device k significantly lower in cost. Another 

advantage was that the ' tieatilcd WV(C pipes, Aluminumi loll, and Paint) were available ev-I 

ery where in abundance. It , , ijrimarv concern that these it pc ofldevices would be widely used 

in less developed countries. 'I ;' ,implicity in construction makes it possible to manufacture this 

type of sensor in such cotintri,,. without any sophisticated tcchnology, further lowering the labor 

cost. The following is an temi,-J description of each task and related expenses. 

Capacitance Type Sensor 

Task: Construct the sensor from PVC pipes, Aluminum foil and coat with 

insulating paint, attach electrical connectors. 

Material cost: U.S.$ 16.! 

Type of Labor: Low .ill 

Estimated time: 1.5 Ili,. per unit. 

Estinated labor cost: U.S. 9.0)0 

Potentiometer Sensor. 

Task: Nlachin,: pulley, mounting bracket, and assemble
 

Material cost: U.S.$ 120.001)
 

Type of labor: Medit skill (machining)
 

Elstimated time: 5.) Ilr,. per unit.
 

Estimated labor cost: UJ.S$ 5k). 0)
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Data Logger
 

Task: Assemble hardware circuits, test, program the EPROM controller. 

Material cost: U.S.S 141.0t) 

Type of l.abor: ,.Leimmmm skill 

l-stimated time: 3.0 IIrs. per unit. 

Estimated labor cost: .'., -. tJ0) 

Calibration of Sensors 

Task: Test for proper operation, carry otit a calibration test, compute the 

comvers.ion factors, percentage er:ors. 

Type of labor: Iligh skill 

Estimated time: 4.0 1Irs. 

l-stimated labor cost: U.S.$60.00 

The following is a summary of other operations related to maintenance and retrieval of data from 

sensors. All systems (2 - 8) listed in Table 5 require these services for proper maintenance. An 

average time for each task is presented here on per-year basis. An approximate figure for annual 

cost was calculated for each .,\ stin by considering the value of equipment and' maintenance cost 

over a period of 5 Years. 
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Field Calibration
 

Type of labor 

Frequency 

Time per Year 

Cost 

Data Retrieval 

Type of labor 

Frequency 

'lne per Year 

Cost 

l h.!1) skill 

Scmiannual 

1I1lirs. 

1,.S.$ 225.J) 

ILow skill 

Weekly 

1I) 1Irs. 

I '.S.$ 150.00 

Data Reduction/Error Detection 

Type of labor Medium skill 

Frequency Weekly 

Time and Cost per Year 

lilectronic recording - 20 1lr. . (U.S.$ 200.00) 

Chart type - :leclronically - 45 lirs. (U.S.$ 450.00) 

Chart t)pe - Manually - 60 l irs. (U.S.$ 600.00) 
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Cleaning 

Type of labor Low skill 

lFrequency ,-:,uky3 

lime per Year Ilri. 

Cost 1';5 60.00 

Power 

Task Replacement of batteries 

Frequency Monthly 

Cost per Year U.S.$ 60.00 

A major portion of the estimated annual cost consisted of expenses for labor for manufacturing and 

maintenance. Because U.S. labor costs were used in estimating these figures, the effect of using a 

low coit device made less ol a difference in the final annual cost. Labor costs would be drastically 

CducCd if these devics vcrc installed and maintained in a less developed country where manual 

labor is cheapei than in the U.S. Another idvanlage the developed capacitive was itstit' ,cnsUr 

simple design, and the po-bibility of it being nuiulaetUrcd in lc.s developed countic,;, further re

ducing the final cost of' cqipment. By taking these facts into consideration it could be said that 

the developed sensor would be more competitive when ticd in lces levclopcd countries. 

i lighly site-specific. Equal lime is assumed for all sensors 
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''able 5. Sunn ary of Anal)Si., III I ,loitIIs 

System 	 Co".ip.uiciiNt 1cName 

1. Data logger V lRAX-IX Microcontroller 

Ulicr ckmnponcnts 


iounuine bracket and enclosure 
1abor cost 
'ula,1 

2. Capacitive 2 1i PVC pipe-s 
sensor 	 SCl,-.., .111d tilts 


2 in .\iinninuu wrapping foil 

Spa.i, Illsuilating painlt 

i .dil i 0"t

Su" ,q l 


D;at hi-er (above) 
l )a;. :1ti0val (Tandy 14001,T) 
Nlajuitnance (5 years) 
,lxinlate annual cost 

3. 	 Polel tioIlete.V \ iiilC rei.,tor 

seunsor 
 lii . . 1oat, Weight, Cable and fixtures 


1alol cost 

Sub tal 

l).t1 lger (above) 

Data retreval ([andy 14001[T) 

Nintenance (5 years) 

Appi t i Xiilate annual cost 


Other 4. SiL- ta- Mlisco Nlodel 50501 I-Pi F 

available I)ata l)gger (Camlpbell CR 10) 

systems )Dataretrieval (landy 14001I.T) 


Nliantucnance (,5)-cars) 

Afproximate annual cost 

5. [Wlo.t and Veight type digital punch tape recorder 
Digital punch tape reader 
Mlaintenance (5 ycars) 
..\ll ,'()xiluatc annual cost 

6. 	]ublbier type transducer 
Ilta Iwgger (Camlpbell CR 10) 
l).tl:a retrieval (I andy 140lT) 
Nlaintenance (5 yca.s) 
.\ i roximatc anunual Cost 

7. 	S )lla dcvicc 
I .mua lou'gcr (('llphll ( R 10) 
l ).!t tri,:al (Tandy 14001.1 
. .lnce nltin~u(5 ye'as) 

.' \ i,111,:inlte annual cost 

F, 	I I lit and \\'eiLht t\ p: chart r','Mrdcr 

\ Ilicit l.1tlce 15 )Ca;s)
111111;m()'\l[)o: d tt:11 

1) I,)int gai:e (ii cii mali)pcration 

Value (USS) 

140.00 
1.00 

50.00 
30.00 

220.00 

10.35 
1.00 
0.50 
4.25 
9.0025.10 

220.00 
1500.00 
3475.00 
1044.00 

40.00 
80.00 
50.00 

170.00 
220.00 

1500.00 
3475.30 
1073.00 

770.00
 
1205.00
 
1500.00
 
3475.00 
1390.00 

2275.00 
5000.00 
2500.00 
1955.00 

7620.00 
1205.00 
1500.00 
3475.00 
2760.00 

1230.00
 
1205.00
 
1500.00
 
3550.00
 
1497.1)0
 

10(9!7.0)0)
 
480(0.))

14 10).00( 

538.00 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

Hased on the results of the experiments and related analysis, the following conclusions were made: 

1. 	 The capacitive type walci level sensor could be used to measure water level with in accuracy 

of ± 0.87 cm. Whcn a I in opciating range is colsidered, the percentage accuracy could be 

expressed as 0.87,o of the opcratiig range. 

2. 	 The resistance pot type sensor also provided stage datla with an accuracy of ± 1.64 cm. That 

could be interpreted as I.W6, iaccuracV ot the ran. I cc ralwge of I m. 

3. 	 The capacitance sensor had the advantage of being inexpensive compared to other devices. 

As it was found that sensor performance was affected by some environmental factors such as 

water temperature and salinity, remedial modifications were suggested for future developments. 

4. 	 Resistance pot type sensor could be directly employed to imlprove conventional float and 

weight type chart recorders by converting data to digital format directly. 

5. 	 The sensing technique developed (capacitance charging principle) provided accurate data with 

the use of minimal hardware. 
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6. 	 The data logging system was capable in actuating the sensors, measuring time delay, computing 

It also facilitatedthe average, and storing ,.ollccled dat along with Itle tilic, date, and year. 

This made it possible to servicedown loading of datla to ai-,,ticr 	permanent storage device. 

remote installations and coklct data on a routinie basis. 

Recommendationsf/ r Further Improveienwnts 

Even though the capacitive ..cwmr was capable of providing ntage data accurately, it was found that 

The combinedits performance is affected by the 	water temperature and salinity to a certain extent. 

a standard error of' - 1.70 cm for any temperature and watermodel, equation 1171, provided 

Therefore, the device could still be used in any environmentconductivity value in the range tested. 

with a lesser degree of accuracy. The following recommendation is made as a possible improvement 

over a wide range of operating environments.to the system when a higher accuracy is required 

Reference Capacitor 

If .i reference capacitor of smaller length but samie diamete:r ratios is added to the system, it could 

lie tilmne delay. lhi reference unit must
be used to estimate the chll ciesin paramcters which affect 

watcr durIng ,ill periods f operation. Since it is fully
be installed so that it is totally submergcd in 

imnposed 6y the reference cap:i itor will be only dependant on factors
submerged, the time dela, 

such as dielectric constant, water conductivity, and tcmi,'ci ture. I the event that any of thse 

the time delav imposcd by both reference ,mid sensing capacitors will change in the
factors changes, 

.1l, cilors would provide a true 
same manner. Therefore, th, time dcla, ratio bct'.,n 1i : ht 

ligure of the water level change, 	eliminating the effect of'u ter parameters. 
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The necessary hardware and software changes must be made so that the data logger activates both 

the sensing capacitor and the reftrcnce capacitor and computes the ratio of time delays measured. 

This sequence of opeittimi~s could be repeated several times to achieve increased accuracy. 

Electroplatihg 

Another method of inatufhcturing cylindrical electrodes for capacitive sensors has been invezti

gated. It has been found that there are molding processes to manufacture two pipes as a unit and 

clectroplate each surfacL with a cwluctive material. ThiV. incthod has the advantages of bcin able 

to provide much more uniOrm and smooth surfaces and is free from errors due to loose mounting 

flanges. Approximate cost for manufacturing such a unit was found to be UJ.S.$88.94 per tube (for 

a total of 5)and U.S.$30 0)0 per tube (for a total of 25) including a conductive coating. This method 

is especially recormnended for large scale production which would be more economical when 

compared to the labor costs of the other manual construction. '"urther investigations are required 

to establish the effect of the surface resistance of the conductive coating if any. 

Summary 

The Followimg ideas are 1i-ted as a summary of recommendations to improve the system perform

anHce: 

1. 	 Eve i though sulicicntly comprehensive laboratory tests were carried out, the units could not 

be tested under actual field conditions. Therefore, it is recorended that a field test is carried 

out before installing the system for actual use. 
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2. 	 It is also suggested that a new system be developed incorporating a reference capacitor to 

achieve better acci:raclics in i -,,ile range of field conditions. 

csitaw, I-ot type sensor could be improved by using a sprocket -cha)n
3. 	 The performance (l 

drive in place of the convcntional pulley and cord. 'his eliminates errors due to over winding 

and minimizes fc;ijonal rc.a,tmiCL2 el'eels. 

(,nciIsitms anti Rccoinmendlaios 
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BASIC ProgramAppendix A. 

101) OUT 195,154 
200 1IM E( 100, 12) 

=
300 R 0: Z = 1) 
IN PUi CW. \N NI) 0-ACT1VATI', OT 1ER-DUNP DATA)': INPUT T 

400 PRI1 

500 IF T > 0I EN ((W) 10 060
 
510 R = R + 1
 
520 FOR I = I 'M II
 
525 IF Z = I'1liEN (il)
10 535
 

530 OUT 194,11: OU1 194.2: (1(TO 540
 

535 OUT 194,11: O UT 1'4,l
 
= 
 1",I\ H)
 

550 IF B > < OTII1N 6010 540

540 A 1NP(194): B 16(A 

=
560 C INI(1921: 1) = IN'(193)
 
570 OUT 194.3
 
580 E(R,I) = C + (256 )) 

= 
I TO 751): NFEXI' W585 FOR W 
590) N FX, 1'I 

21 11: Y Y L(R,Ij1). NI-XT600 Y = 0: FOR If 

602 Y = Y/10
 
603 T = 0
 
604 FOR II= 2TO I 

Y): NEXT 11 
605 T T + (E(R,1I) - Y) ( E(R,1I) 

606 S 101 ( SQR(T'/9))IY
 
"STAN)ARI) I)EVIATION =;S
607 PI 


= 

608 IFS > I.2TiIEN GOTO 850 

- IROC IiI:1) To NEXT STEP 
ERRORS WITIIN LIMITS611) PRI 


612 IF Z = 0"I'IFN . 2
E 
613 1F Z = I'IIIEN - 0 

620 E(R,12) = Y : GOTO 510 
PRI " POT"IXCITATIGN B!EGINS...

2 1 1:625 IF Z 

640) (010 400
 
660 PRI "+"
 

R: FOR N = I TO 12: PRI .(I.,M);
680 FOR 1,= I TO 

700 NEI ,',1 :P1R I
 
720 NX:\ 1,I1
 
8110 ST( )P
 

100 LARGE BOY -TRYING AGAIN 
850 P1I "ERRORS 

855 GO'O 510
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Appendix B. IVlodula-2 Program 

MODU.L WI 10G2;
IF)

FROM S13B101 IIP)RT IOJit, lOPut, Sicep;
(,Olut(PortValue) 


OG - Water level logger. )(*This is VER 1.2 ol \WI. 


(4Error checking with Std. deviation is implemented 4)
 

(4 in this version
 
IIMPORT \rite,W iteln,WiteSting,WfiteCard;

FRONI RKBIER NI 

'ENI I.%P()RIl" BYTEI';
FROM SYS ° 

= 15000;CONSTr maxstoragC 
second counter, not implemented

(4 0.01 )VAR Nll(SlI(18()(J''I 
l 0. 1 second counter, count done in assembly 

N1ISECI800)I1I, 
second counter 4)(MSECI80021 II, 
minute counter 4)tMMINI800 3 111, 
hour counter 4)

MilRI8004111' ( 
low byte of day counter )

(MIDAY8005111, 
IYTE-; (* high byte of day counter 4) 

rlllI)AYJ800611 l 
(+ NO'iF.years not unpleaetited in assembly lang. 

) 
: CIIAR; (0 character Ihomn serial I interrupt

mcIBOO7 111 

od BOOIEAN; 

4)

the current seconds from the clock 


seconds, (4 


osec,
 
( the cuiTent minutes from the clock 4)
 

mints, )
 
hour', (4 the current hours from the clock 

days from the clock 4)the currentdays, 
the current year from the clock 

year, 
count, )

conLs the last time through check clock 
the sI.Scc, ( 
the minutes the last time through the software 4) 

I mints, 
the hours the Iast tillC trlough the soltwar 4)(4 i 

Ihours, ( 
ctilneset, (4 Lt~01c at \hmich the clock is changed 

clime, ( for correctiig the clock 
4)a single minute 

(4 check 1or rpctitions within
check, 4)f
1, (+code for activating CAP and l( 1 

4) 

(+ minutes segment 

trial, ( trial lnmtber - to linit to 3 in case of eror 

- proc storcnt 
(4 incrmndilate countspcount,11 :C:\ IDIN .;' code to sense charging time 

CARDINA I 
AR,.\yIl.aastoaagel ()F

data 
(4 for soring thc lugged dalit alL tUC 

(AwII..3 OF (lIAR;Ainpbuf 

igr'M 
Appcwmlix 11. N1hulula -2 I" 
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( for storing ielikta from the serial port *) 

Ei :ARRA\ i 1 1ij01' CARDINAL; (4 temp storage 
stptr, ( pointer it) he ncm place in storage to unc 
ot)tplr, (+ pI tLcit the imLuplace in] storage to Utptt *) 
inpbuf._ptr :U'AIMN ,; ( pointer into inpbuf +) 
resp Cll.\R; 
stdcrr CAR .It).\I.; (".standarderror within Ii datapts 

) 

) 

PROiCEDURE Read(, h ):CA 
VAR i :C/\RI)IN.AI 

ch :CIIAR; 
done :13001 I:AN; 

, I)INA,; 

PROCEI)U RE strip('al;Ci IAR):CI IAR; 
VAR ich :CARIDIN.\l 
BEGIN 
ich:= ORD(val); 
IF ich > 128T'FlEN 
RETUR N(va!); 
END strip; 

al= CIIR(ich-128) END; 

13EGIN 
done := FALSE; 
REPEAT 

R EPEAT UNTIL mc < > C IR(0); 
ch mc; mc := CIIR(0); 
ch: strip(ch); 
Write(chl); 

UNTIL NO'r((ch> '9')OR(ch <'0')); 
i:= ORI)(ch)-48;
RMPAT 

R hI11PEAT UNTIl nic - > IIR(O); 
ch =mc; mc := CRI0); 
ch = strip(ch); 
Write(ch); 
IF (cli <'0')OR(ch- ) ')1'lIEN done := TRUE END; 
IF (i > 6553)OR((ORI)(ch) > 54)AND(i= 6553)) TI I'FN done 
IF NOT done 'I IFN i i 10 + ORD(ch)-48 EN1) 

U NTI 1,done; 
11 I Ij N(); 
END RLcadCard; 

TRUE EN1); 

PIOCE)U RE lead( 1c(:'I/\R; 
VAR ch :ClIAR;
BEGIN 

REPEAT UNTIl. mc -('lR(0); 
ch := mc; inc CIIRII); 
Write(ch);
REFI' JRN(ch) 

END RcadCh; 

PROCEDURE store(datapt:CA1I NAI,); 
13EGIN 
\VriteString('st. proc. ct. '); 
WriteCard(datapt); 
WriteString(' was stored at "); 
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Writ LCard(stptr;
 
Writeln;
 
dataistptrl := daj[j ;
 
INC(stptr); 
IF siptr > maxhtoraie 'IIIFN stptr:= 1; END;
 
ENID store;
 

PROC'.l)IJRF sih mirs;
 
1BEGIN
 
store(32000 + yea;j
 
stor:(d ays+32 -f-hours);
 
END sthours;
 

PROCEDURE check cl;
 
VAR cs,cm,ch,cd :CAR)INAL;


(*for checking that the clock has not changed during fetch of time 
 )
BEGIN 
REPEAT
 

seconds := NISI-C; mints NIMIN; hours MIIR; days 256*MIIDAY+ MLDAY;cs := MSiC; cm := NIMIN; ch:= MIlIR; cd := 256+NIIDAY+ MLI)AY;
UNTIL (seconds = cs) AND (mints = cm) AND (hours = ch) AND (days= cd);
I1 hours < > Lhom s TI:N sthours; Lhours := hours END;
IF mints < > I mmitslI If. N l.minnts := mints ENI);
IF seconds < > l.sec HI'N Lsec := seconds; INC(ctime) END; 
IF ctime > ctimeset I llE 

ctime := 01; RllIAl' UNTIL MISEC < 8; MISEC:=MISEC+ I END;(+ will add one telulh sccond every ctineset seconds )
IF days > 365'II II N 

If1()car = IW)2) OR
 
(year 19Th) OR
 
(year 200-4) TI 1N
 
IF- days > 36t "IlI IFN days = ; INC(year) 1'NI);


EISE days 1;INC(ycar) EN1)
 
ENI);
 
ENI) check_cl;
 

PROCEUI) R,E paiuse; (+impose a delay in bctccu samples +)
VAR wait :CARI)iNAI.;
 
BEGIN
 
wait := I;
 
REPiAT
 
wait := wait + I
 
IN'IL vait = 101)00; (" change this to wtlliol delay time +1
 

END pause;
 

PROCEDURE errcheck; (+ to calculate stderr
 
VAR total, I : CARDINAL;
 
BEGIN
 
total := 0;
 
FOR I = 2 TO I10
 
total := total + ( LII - count )+( 1:111 - count );
 
END;
 

stderr total DIV 9 + total MOD 9;

stderr 100 * (stderr DIV count + stderr MOD count);


END errcheck;
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PROCEDURE excite; (*excitation of sensors )
 
VAR A,B,C,D,T,I,: CARI)INAI.;
 
flEGIN
 
10 Put (0C31 1,19:\ II); ('to coliieure PIA ports as reqld)
 
:OR := I TO 11 .)()
 
IOPut (00(C1,011F11); I( )ut (00I)I1,01I:1I); (0 load 'RI-CII0 "ith [FFFII 4) 

IIRT, activate CAP or POT ')lOPut (01011,02311); iol)l't (O(211, (G)); (0 decrement 

REPEAT
 

)IV (11) ( II 50 1'(r 

UNTIl. A - 1;
 

IOPut (01011,02211); C"stop 'T-CIiC) 4)
 

A : I(ict (0('211) ::: 'AP, :'49lbr POT +) 

C := IOGet (00('11); 1):=I0(ict (00)1!); (* read TNII)R-CI10: low byte, high byte )
 

IOPut (0C21 i,0311); (" Lie activate CAP or POT *)
 
Elil := 65535 - (C + (256 * D)); (* number of counts +)
 

pause (*delay between samples 4) 

END; 
T := 0;
 
FOR 1 2TO II DO
 
T := T + 1":11
(4 sub total of ten samples 4)

END;
 

count := (T + 5) DIV 10.; ( average of It) readings )
 
errcheck;
 
END excite; 

PROCE)URE storecnt;
 
13FGIN
 

trial trial + I;
 
excite;
 
spcount = spcount + count;
 
IF stderr < 4 TIlE" triNl = 3 ENID;
 

UNTIL trial = 3;
 
IF stderr > = 4 Ti IEN count = (((spcount 2) + 3) I)iV 6); END;
 

IF count > 7424 IHEN tore(N + 4096)
 
ELSE storc(N *4096 1-count)
 
I-ND;
 

trial = 0; spcount 0;
 
5-NID storecnt;
 

PROCEDURE getdata; 
BEGIN
 
N := mints DIV 10; (0 sample number within the hour
 
5rcount := 0;
 
trial := 0;
 
IFN < > check TIIIEN (*wouldn't repeat twice in one minute ) 

every 10 minutesIF ((mints DIV 10 + mints MOD 10) - N ) = 0 TIIEN ( 
GA = 0211; I1= 50C; siorccnt; ( excitation of CAP 4)
 

(; 0111; I1 = 49; siorecnt; ( excitation of PO Y
 
check := N; tIremember prey mints segment )
 
END
 
END
 

FNI) getdata; 

PROCE) UR comimIand;
 
VAR i, J CARI)INAI.;


cnind : CIIAR;
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v :CARDINAL;
 
otpt_ycar,
 
otpt_day,
 
otpt.hour,
 
otpt_min,
 
otpt-count :CARIINAL; 

PROCEDURE otpt(VAR ptr:CARDINAL);
 
BEGIN
 

lI' N otpt..year := datalptri- 32000;
IF datalptrl > 32000 -1 


INC(ptr);
 
otpt day : Jtalilprl)IV 32;
 
otpt hour : datalptrl \111) .32
 

ELSE otpt min = datalptriI )IV 4096;
 
otpt count : = dautlpi rl Nit )) 4196;
 

WritcStriig( 9911,';
 
100),WritcCard(otpt_ ar \,l(iC) Lday');WriteString(',' );\Viitc'( "1d(tot!, 

, 'aIdiLlpt.hour 
4 lI)0 4Fotptjmin);

WritcString( iwtcdIIJUPt c~tl)It)W\!itcStrinu2( ',7;\ 

Writc In
 
iNI) I-NI) opI;
 

it;
PR(CEI)URIt sh 
BEGIN 

ard(sl ptr);WriteString('storagc pIr= '; \Write( 
= '); W\VitcCard(otptr); Writchin;

WriteString(' output ptr 

END showat;
 

dot;omlmla~nd;IPIO('EI)UR 


VAR k : CARi)IN,\I.;
BEG'(IN
 

CASE cmnd OF
 
print the pointrs
(*A - -1)
set the output pointer back n (if n is blank 1 

n13 
nC - if n is blank show the clock
 

ifn is presei't set the minutes to n, and the seconds to 0
 

nD - display n data points, if n is blank ii =
 

set the output pointer to 1, n must not be 0 
=
n(G - n I 

show the number stoicd an the n locations, ifn is blank 
nS 

e) 

'A' showat 

IF vl= 0 THEN vl:= IENI); I END;
vi THIlEN otptr := otptr-vI ELSE otptr := 

IF otptr > 

showat I
 

'C' : );MMI, : vl-I IND;

IF vi >0'1111: ,MISI-C := 0; MSE'C := 

Writel n;'1; WritcTard(ycar);WriteString(ycar 
=); \Vritc( ard(days); Writeln;

WritcStrinOg('dtC 
j; \Vritu(:ard(hours); WriteString(':');

\Vritestting(tillCWrite(?ard(lint,,); WritL:String(':');
 

\Vritc(ard(seLUlnls); Writcl n;
 

'IY:
 
= 

IWvi = Till v1: I FNI); 
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IF otptr < 2 TI IEN otptr: 2 END; 
()l(loptr);W ill ." (data l"IId I ?II Ji AN D' ()Il ) 0) II) *I 

EIN1); 
LOOP 

IF otptr tptr 'I Ii "N olpt(otptr) ELSE EXIT F NI); 

IF vi = IIIEN I: I:I' END; 
IF Inc < -CiR(o0 I IIEN EXIT END; 

INc(otpt ; D4l( '(xl) 

ENI); 
showat I 

olptr 
IF: otptr 
IF otptr 

vl; 
> raxstOI 
< ill 

i"I 
pr 

" tPtr 
I FIND; 

maxstragc; EN); 

showat 
IS': 

IFvi = 0 TI IN vi I EN1); 

IF vl> 20 'liEN vI 21) ENI); 

\Viitc('airIdtdal .. \Vrite Ln; END; 
showat I 

')EISE WriteStrilg( BA 1) conniand 

EN1) ( CAS ); 
WriteLn END docommz'; 

13 EG IN 
WriteLn;
 
FOR i := I TO inphuf ptr 1)()
 

127 TIl'N hlpbuli]: CII:\R(OR(inpbufliD)128); END END
IF ORi)(inpbutlil) 
=i: I; 

WHILE (hipbuflil < 'A') DO INC(i) END;
 
cmnd := jipbuil;
 
vi := 0;
 

v i: v11 0 + ORD(inpbullfl-4 
8 END;

FOR j : I TO i-I DO 
'); Write(crnnd); WriteString('WriteSring(conInaa = v 

WriteCard(vi); 
WfiteLn; 
docommand; 
inpbuf_ptr := 0 

END command; 

inp;PROCEDURE check 
VAR ch : CHAR 
BEG I N 

(lear all errors and error interrupts )(# l)Put(0111,070l), 
=ch := mc; mc: ( AIiR (, 

Ipti); Write(ch)IF clh = CIIR(8)" IIi1'I- _Cinpbu 

INC(inpbuf_ ptr; ir,r bfItinPhuf -ptr: = ch; 
Write(ch); 
I: ch (1ll( 13; 1 llS comnialid ENI) 

I:,N I) clieckinp; 

BEGIN
 
Inc : CIIR(0);
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1..mints : 0; 
I.hours 0;
 
inpbuf ptr := 0;
 

00311, second # -> baud rate 4)
IOPuit(00311, 0611) (+ set haud, ('NI'I,I3! port 

(I baud rate: 0( = 600 baud 
1 )(4 til'n oil clial porllO1t(00111,0741It)lPut( 00511 ,UUt)I) (" turntiit ser Interrupt ') 

Write I'.n; 
4+444*+ 4 44+*+');+VitelWriteString(' "+ '444"* 1.2 +');

n;
Writelon;

WAI'IR I FV L 1.()(6i ,R -VIRSIO,">+) W rite I l;
# .......#++
Writcgtring(, \ + +" + + +Writestring(' 

Writel .n; 
Do you \ii, to set JIock');Write Iii;

WriteString(' 
and zero tuiinLtcis) ;\Vrit ii;WriteString(' air data.)'),Write1 il;

VriteStriiig(' ('his wili cra: 
RfPE\T uN'[II, me -(Ii,(');
 
resp :=m; inc := (ilRI));
 

= - 'y ) I HI-NIF (resp 'Y') OR (rcp 

WriteLn;
 
stptr I;
 
otptr: I;
 
Writel.n;
 ');WritcString(' Enter the Year (1989) 

year := ReadCardo;
 
WriteL.n;
 

- day of year only ');
WriteString(' Enter the date 
days := ReadCardO;
 
MIII)AY days DIV 256;
 
MLDAY : days MOI) 256;
 
Wiitelin; 

- hours only ");
WriteString(' Enter the time 

hours;hours := ReadCard); .NiIIR 

Writel.n;
 

be set to 1'); Writel n;
WriteString(' secoiidk vili 

n uIute. arc eltelct'); \\ritel.n;
\VriteStri ig(' when 

F itr 1Ic t11ne - miil .te.only ');
\VriteStril g(' I :mints;0; NISI C : 0; .MIN 
mints:= ReadCard() NIISIWC := 

); WriteCard(mints);Writel I ;\VritcStriniL(' 

WriteStringk' w'as entered'); Writei.n; n;

WutcStriug('intcr thc clock correction factor (820) ');Write 


Ct1n esct :,Z Re' d( 1d.,t();W ritc Iln;
 
Clill-e :L. 01;
 
OSC : = 0 ;
 

count := ;
 
od := I*:\I'S F;
 
check : 99;
 

END; 
LOOP
 

Sleetp;
 inp interrupt was from ser. port 
IF mc < > CIIR(t)) Ii lFN check )(4 interrupt was from timer

HI.SE check_l; geidata;
ENI) 

END
 
END WLLOG2.
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Appendix C. AHPL Program and Output 

Program 

AIPNIODIUIL: SEgS( )R.
 
EXINPUTS: R.
 
OUTPUTS: AOAI);.C I.AR;CI.KIN. 

I LOAI) =;
 
CLEAR =\0\;
= > (-RM/(). 

2 CLEAR = I;
 
LOAD =\0\;
 
= > (Rj R)/(2,1).
 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESE(I'1);
 
CLKIN = -R.
 
END. 

Output Listing 

I AlIlPLNIM() I F : SENSOR.
 
2 F'XIN )"I S: R.
 
3 OLJTNIi I I),\ID;CI.IAR;CI,KIN.
 
4
 
5 1IOAI) . ;

6 (:I.I:,\IR : ). 

7 =
 
8 2 CI F!*,\K R;
 
9 IOAI) t';
 
10 = . R):(2.1).
 

12 CON'I R(( iI1.1RI SI;1: 1);
 
13 CI.KI",' - R.
 
14 I-N1).
 
15
 

IIIPSINI COMMUNWI '.VIION SECTION FOR TiIF, ABOVEF MODULES 

DAFE: 07:17/89 '1INI F: 151) 4:3') 

16 CI,():KI IMIF IS. 
IX1.1.1 ;17 

A c AI.I VII.V uI l log (}NtIlollliix , IIIIIIIIIIII 



18 I 1,1 ,I.u~,UJ,A, 1,1,1 ,0,0,0 
19 O ; 1PI T'l 1 ;.AI);CL IAR;CI.KIN.
 
20 )L.Ill .I I.
 
21
 
22
 

:XECUTION WI.. SI)I A'FTER 15 ('LOCK PI,.S:S 
IAIIPI, FIUNCTI(:, ', lVB l1 .I,\'I OR () !'I'P 'ITIS ILISTE) BELOW' 

R 
LOAD 

CLOCK #
 
I1 100
 
2 1010
 
3 000 1
 
4 000 !
 
5 0001
 
6 0001
 
7 0001
 
8 1100
 
9 1010
 

10 1010
 
11 1010
 
12 0001
 
13 0001
 
14 0001
 
15 0001
 

PROGRAM 

CI.E'AR 
CI KIN 

RFACIIED TIlE CLOCKLIMIT. INTERPRETER STOPS 
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A Low Cost ftydrologic Data Logger 
P. M. K. Alahakoon, R. K. llylcr, S. Moslaghiimi, I'. W. McClellan 

Inroduction 
Agricultural development is oCe of the mtost important fnctors to tie economic development of thelarge numbet of less developed countries. Major investirri'lef have been made by many governments in irrigation system development as lhe primary step to inclease agricultural produclivity.But, frequently such irrigatlion development works have fIilrd to produce tlne intended improvements in agriculieral productivity lite to poor lrlalagcinctif of irrigatilol wafer. Wicham and Valera(1978) mention ,hat: 'ihile it is generally agreed thaitbetfefr waer iianagcent is nectden, it is notclear what is required to aclicvc it. What do we really tneaw, Iw inmproved water manavement, howit can be attained ?' 
There arc some iranual devices for measuring and r(:gulaling water flow through canals such as
weirs, flumes, and division boxes which are presenitly in use. 'Ihere, arc two means bv which the
discharge into acpy distributory offlake can 
be controlled. The firstis the regulation of the waterelevation at the disributory canal. The second is lite contrfl of gate setfings at tlie olitlet openings.Blit in the absence or the former, which rcluires proptr llle's llllenl oif water level, the laltr lhcomnes totally ineffeclive. 1;.%cntllough vry -.,ijihiistictacd dcvices have been buill for the purposof sensing and recording water level in sucfi systems, the expense has restrained tlemii from being
widely used. 

'The project objective is to design and build a Sensor - Data I ogger unit for the improvement ofWater management facilities. In particular, the problem of sensing thc water level in canal type irrigation systems and recording of digital data for the purpose of continuous monitoring will be dealt
with in this study.
 

Historical Background 
The earliest type (f levl measurelnelit call tie classificd as using point contact devices.
primitive forn, a notched stick was ilsed which pnividcd : ioiglh iasti 

In its most
 
aw.nf of height of waterabove an arbitrary reference poinI. Man', pcrpcfet'- t (t t ai,, his activities more refined andaccurate, led to fhe design of fie Iook gage, point a',and stccl r'ilzq and plumb-bob gage, whichmake use 

a
(if Ithe same principle of ineasuring the dist:iice to lic!op slrface of reservoir fromdatum. Norton (1969) alists some of the basic properfics tised for level sensing as follows: 

1. buoyancy, 

2. cavity-resonance, 

3. electrical conductivity, 

4. dielectric properties, 

5. heat transfer characleristics, 

6. response to nuclear radialion, 

7. optical properties, 

8. pressure, 

9. response to sound waves, 

10. viscous damping effects, and 

II. weight. 

I/
 



A sensor which operated on the principle of eleclricalFnginecring (1946) Magazine. resiktanc, was introdticed by the, lProdh.rclAs file liquid made conact with fhe lectrodces. fheminite electric current which after anplifying controlhd relays valves or pumps. 
sensor sent acation in this syste:n Another modifiwas te availability (fsensilivily adju.htrncnil which made it possible ft,chemnicai conceirlrations of liquids as well.levelIi.rs ontroler conirollevel controller which .ines (194R) describecd wichnmaintainted a constant level 

a new type of automalic Conslantcontrolling tie entry of fresh liquidl from 
of low boiling poin, liquids in a container bya reservoir. Rcgilationactuated by a vapor pressure tlicrn1(iiLer andi elastic 

was performed by strong valvebellows.having n exterrnal connectims or relay systcns. [his device had the advanlage ofAn)inst rtmet was introduced by Kovacic (1954)
which, by using a sensitive spirit level m(nted uponor differential air pressures. a float, accrately indicated level differencesA slight change in liquid level causes a large displacement in air bubbleof the level giving rise to a higher degree of sensitivity
Williams and Maxwell (1954) designed an instrument, which operaled on the capacitance principle,to measure, indicate, record, and control jevel (f liqiuified Vases iinside a closed vessel.element was a cylindrical capacitor, whose capacitance was The sensingcolumn. a function of the height of the liquidThe measurement
bridge of capacitance was done by clectrical bridge method.was used for tlhe measurement which drove A four arm a.c.the chief disad antage eni. a chart type recording device.the stath.. tered wvas iened for elctcr(roiic circuitry of fairly high 

he 
sensitivity. 

been successfidr even 
The strength of the capacifaice method lies in its simplicily aid alapabilily. isfallations haveutnder extremely alverre conditions (I hvnulaveral potential sources of error in tle 1957). M.e also ircioled senCasIMCm ,nei.If tlic p(isilioni of onerespect to tlhe othc'r during the process, ifcauses a chanige il 

electrode moves wifhgeomctry and mak -s capaciauce because of lie change inthe result differ from the expectedI. Il'rperas a remedy, lie described the problem lie referred to as 
ilrriniig (ifprobes issuggested'hang fil';which sticks to the electrodes when the liquid decreases after its risen 
the effect of a tihin film of liquid 

to a certain level.Capacitance level measurelent requires two operations; first, tlie tansformnaticn of level change
into capacitance change; second, the transformation of this capacitance changecation or control action. (Revesz 1958) in to meter indilie describes a capacitance typc sensor consisting ofa single
metal probe at the center of a metal tank containling the liquid of which the level is (o be measured.lie also suggests that the rod be electrically insulaled fromadvantages incorporated wilh bare probe rods. First, 

the vessel wall due to tle following dismaterials with high dielectric constantsdifficult to measure, and con(hctive materials cannnii be ineasnrcd are
rias require expensive alloys Icy af all. Second, corrosive matehe us,.j as rod m.ale(rial, flhucreh making long probes very costly.(Revesz 1958) 

Theoretical Developiptent
After considering all factors of interest, the capacilance typeopment. sensor was selected for further devel-It was decided to build a concentric cylindrical ('ap:citor because its godimeiry was best
suited for installation in stilling wells. 'hcorefical analsis rclafedcapacitors were carried out. 

to concentric cylindrical 

The basic property utilized in tlie d(e,,elolmilritstant (if wafer than that of air. ( rr, 
(f' his tlcd'v., is Ihw higher value oif dielecric ((IIon electromagnetic fields (Plonus 

79 % "'in I rnd ... . 1 I ) Using Iireoreris1978, ch.5) fthe expression i'Mof two concentric ribes as shown in Fig. I ('an 
electrical capaciiatice per unit length

be deNi\', s: 

C I n r I 

where: 
C"- capacitance, 
r dielectric constant of fie tncdirmr, 

r- radius of outer covrthdctor, anid 
r= 
radius of innier c(,hictor. 

2 



Figure 1. (nncentric cylinder capacitor 

If the tubes are partially submerged in one ne(linin which hl:is a different dielectric constant frontthat or the other, the total overall capacitance isgiven by the sum (ofthe capacitances formed byfhe portion of the tubes in each medium. Referring to Fig. 2, the total capacitance can be dcrived 
as: 

2 7r rl/I 2 r 2 1
_Cr',T1 1 2 

In In 10 [2] 

where: 
1,= submerged length in fmedium 1, 
r,= dielectric constant of medium I, 
12 = submerged length in medium 2,and 
F2 = dielectric constant of medium 2. 

le':vllist
wte,r1i:1m sinifh:ic tly dill'wlil diclv'fit' co llot:,vt tlti air, itchange illthe stllbllt.ldlength or tile tiles ca,uses anVloverall change. inl capaci:lanc, oflIhisystem. This phenomncta I as
been utilized in the development of this sensor. 

Measm'entent If Capacitfrce 

There are several methods in use for ncasuring capa('ifinices. Whetstone bridge methods andelectrical resonance melhods have been used for this type of incastiretneit. lithis development,resistive charging of the capacitor was einp!oycd becautse it provided a simpler way of convertingthe capacitance change to digital form. The time d'lay of tie oipult to a step change of the inputof the resistor -capacitor combination was mc.:ms rC.d, Ily asmsuming the leakage resistance acrosslhe capacitor to be very large, Ihe arrangent, lv 
 cn ic wlimselcd by the simplified circuit in Fig.3. where a resistor and a capacitor are connected in series. 'I'wlitne variation of output vollage
of the sensor l/. in responsc to a step inpuf of I' vod. c'n I' givenl as 

I - It " 1J3] 
'Time, t,taken to reach a thicshold vollage, I*,, is given by 

3 

http:stllbllt.ld


III..I....'
.R [4] 
where:
 

R = tfc charging resishnce.
 

"l'hcrcfor-,the mcasurement of time dirctly represenls the capacitance. Based results fromonpreliminary investigations, it was assumncd that the rcsisfinec btweefnstant for any depth of wafer. By conbinitg eqili Ihe cylinders remained con
relationship hetween 

'ion141 and qalwfon 121, it can he shown I1hat thethe delay limne, t,and the watcr I(vel /,ig linea'r as shown in equalion 151. 

t - 2 7rR=i 
 2 n Rr - ... u (( 1, . 4)1-- r..
.0.11s'
 

with the only variables being 12and t. 

lect of Leakage Resistance 
It was assumed that Ihe leakage resistance between the elec!rodes was very large.be sufficiently low to cause a considerable change in the output. 

In practice it may
A simplified equivalent circuitcould be derived by replacing the charging resistance R with its Thevenin equivalent (Edminister1965, ch.l I) R,1 as shown in Fig. 3.where, 

Req R R, 
[16(R + RI) 

where: 
R= charging resistance, and 
R,= leakage resistance of capacitor. 

AIR ' 

WATER
 

Figure 2. Partially stihmerged compositle entiaciloir 
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Figure 3. Simplifed sensor excitation circuit nnd output olttnge wairverm 

Therefore, the previous exprcssion for delay time I could he easily modified by substituting
R1 for R, without changing its linear relationship to water level /2. The modified equation is given 
below. 

i~t~] __ _ _In In I i
 

Resistance pot type sensor 

Another sensor was built which made use of the same data collection technique but a different 
metlhod of sensing. This development showed he versatilily of Ilhccapacitance sensing method 
used before and resulted in another inexpensive water level sensor. The rotation of the axle of a 
conventional float and weight actuator was convcrted to a change inelectrical resistance by incor
porating a rotary type variable resistor (1ll1l.11'tT I0 'trn - v;aiale resistor - 2(1 k2). A fixed 
capacitor (0.3 1J) was connected in series w'ith Ihe re1'cf';of .1(l ac iated as before. The charging
time was (lepenctant on the resistor value which varied accoiding to the water level, giving rise to 
another convenient way of digitizing water level data. The lollowi n,linear relationship between the 
time delay tand water level change / was derived.E-mi 
 [[]n 
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where,
 
I - fiil. llav ,
ir('hu1:g.ng 


C' = fixed capacilor,
 
V-T= threshokl voltage,


V = excitation voltage,
 
RP.- resistance of tile pot,


1= vertical displacement of float (water level change),
 
r= radius of pulley,
R maximum resisiance of pot,
 

,rmn minimum resistance of pot,
 
I 

-

= 
-

mnumbcr of rotations of pulley, and 
I initial settihi of"potl 

Design and Development 
According to the Ihcoioetical analysis, it could Ihe sce1 1ha IhIle capacitance sensing technique canbe used in various applicatloris where c(ninuous (minnm oirig is equired. As a first step factorsgoverning the sensor design were ilentifiecd frr the (lternimwiauiut of the other parameters. 
Several factors hadl to be delcrmined befoic tli( sensor was coustriwicl. 

1. A suitable conducling material for capacitor plates or eicciodes had to be ide,'ifled. 

2. A method of insulating the electrodce,- needed h(bc fnmind. 
3. |feight of fhe sensor - inlended range of mecarvni had fo le determined, and 
4. Oilher Factors which affect the scnsitiviiy of ihe capacilivc eniso, needed to be i(dettfihed.

Since the main objective in this study is to mtlnilor water levels o,
ivrigauin canals, it was suggestol
that all equipment be installed in stilling wells attached to each irrigation canal. Therefore, it couldhe assumed that a cylindrical shape would be best suited for !his particular applicalion. Considcric;gthe wide range of si7es available, and the reasonably low cost, it was decided to use PVC (lraiiagcpipes for the consfruction of the two plates of lthe sensor. The oter surfaces of the pipes wereconverted to cylindrical conductors by firmly gluing a thin aluminium foil to ihem. Regularhousehold aluminum wrapping foil was selected considering its extremely low cost compared toother methods such as electroplating. ,lectricilconnections were made using aluminun wires andscrews to minimize electro-ecmical reactioiis and consequent coirrosion oif the foil. Selection ofthe cylindrical shape for the sensor capacior was also juisilied ly the behavior of electric fieldaround concentric cylindrical conductors. This arrangement acts to limit the generated electric fieldonly to the space between lhe tubes, when the outside conductor is at ground potential. Cylindrical shape of the tubes also matched the conventional shape of stilling wells and therefore, causes no additional difficulties in installation. 

Since the capacitor is to be submerged inwater, it was necessary to pievent direct leakage of currentbetween the two electrodes. Chemical corrosion was amoiher pohilem addiressed in the long termuse. "l'lerefore, it was decile( to insulate the electroles agaiist cmrent leakages and corrosive
chemical reactions. 

The conductivily of insulation materials, in this case paints, played an imporlant role in seh'clioprocess. Several aluminum tubes of length 30 cm were lmilited with four different paints whichwere commonly available. After the suggesteod curifig time, each of these tulies were -ubmelged in,water along with another uiinsulated electrode and the rcsislaice hietweei the two were csfinmted.Two types of paint out of four, showed very high rcrist:uce to electri,:al current while olhersshowed high conhluctivioy and high leakage. After considering he approprialeness for metallicsurfaces, and past experience in using the product, an I poxy paitit ( PIiTSBIRG - Coal TarPpoxy paint No. 97-6411 )i was selected as the best insulatim ir the intended application. 

Specified to describe Ithe apparatus. No enhotrsmenlt is made 
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For laboratory experiments and preliminary Field tesling applicatio)ns it was decided to focus oilwater level fluctuations less than 39 cm. (I.fl.) Therefore, total leIlgth of capacitive sensorto be 39 cml.. At the samc was mladctine, it was necessary to decide ipo)n i sIuitablh diiuncter ratio for Ihcconcentric electrodes. l quation III provides the basic relationship between the radii ratio ij/; andcapacitance C. Other important factors considered at this level wert the dianeter of the outer tubecompared with practical sizes of stilling well- and the intcrcudiate spacing between cylinders required for service and cleaning purposes. fly taking all these into consideration, PV(C pipes of diameter 7.5 crm. and 10.2 cra. (3 in. and 4 in.) were purclhaeud. Two tubes were fixed together as aconcentric cylinder capacifor, with the use of two galvani/,d screws and bolls. Testing was carriedout wilh the pressure sens, which had Iben Ilevioulv. ':1liliah.d :IN the II''eiice device.
 
Resistance pot type sensor was 
buiilt by nioUrinilug a int at, ltype variable resistor uniaxially withpulley. A r'igular float-weight combination was used to activate the setup. 

a 

The basic excitktion circuit (Fig. 3) was connected and input, output voltage waveforms wereserved. ob-A digital circuit was designed to measure time delays which reflect the water level, by actuating both sensors in scqdence (equation 171, IR1). After a seriesmicroprocessor controlled data logging system 
of tests and modifications, a 

was established as described below. 

Digitil System Design 
As could be seen from the theoretical analysis, one of the major advantages oif the developed sensorwas that it converted water level change Anusing digital fechniquet-. a change in delay time, which could be easily measuredIn adlition to the ineastureruit of titne, the intended control system wasrequired to issue excitalion pulses to the sensor. A microprocessor based (111)64180))controller board (VITRAX Nficrocout roller vetsion IX) 

data logger
was imchased. It consisted of a 111)64180microprocessor, ain TPRI()M %hich contained HAS I( (VI IR AX FASIC version 3.5) system installed in it, and additional RAM space. It also had thec additional features of having 24 programmable Digital I/0 lines controlled through a Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA), 56k-byte memorycapacity, on-board FROM progrwouner, Iwo h6-bitprogrammable counter/timers, 4 external interrupts, centronics parallel printer interfhce, two RS-232 serial ports, and other optional facilitiessuch as analog to digital converter. 

()pon examination of the original hardware stpplied, if was mticed that the power consisitmpfionis much higher than what is appropriale For a field mil. 'I hceforc, all integrated circuitschanged to their (NIM(S versions in order wer.to ini,i/ rutlentI(clNistiptio. i1rlherlrinore, additiorial K's routited for optiotal tasks were comtittchly ttctnirvcd, 
The data logger system was operating oti ari I PRO)M hascod IBASI(C system. It was decided tochange the control from BASIC to Modula-2 for several rc.soti such as easy input-output confroand faster execution speed. A Modula-2 program was wtitlitet by making the necessary additionsand modifications to an existing system on a different data logger setup. This change nade itpossible to utilize the low power consulptiri modle (slep mode) available in 111)64180 processorwithout any difficulty. With all these software and hardware changes it was possible to reduce theaverage current consumption from its listed value oif 175 m.l to 12.5 ,i,4. 

Intefilce Circuit 
An interface circuit was designed with an external clock genera or,ditional logic gates. 16-bit binary counter, and ad-Control pulses were issued by the microprocessor through the on-board PIAand necessary logic circuits were designed to carry out counfer ettable/disable tasks in synchronization with processor operations. Counter output (12 bits) was read into memory through PIAports at each excitation. 

This gave rise to two additional problctns. First, it increased the overall power consumpioi, of thesystem and secondly, it required the additioni of a separate printed circuit board attached to the datalogger. Both these factors were not considered favorable for field operations. Therefore, it wasdecided to inodify the data logging operalion by ittilizihig le ititertil cotitter of tile 64180 mvicroprocessor, which was activated by system cock. This draslicallN reducedone the imiterface circuits tohex Schmitt trigger inverter unit for cowotrolling t)Ii senscrs. After careful examinationn, tlie 
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I lIFX INVF.RTER RI;SIS'IANCI 'OT 

MICROCONTROLI-1 §R 	j 

SPENSING CAPACITOR 

Figure 4. Schematic dingrnm Orinterrace circuki nd microprtcessr Ionrd 

inverter was i ,'talled on the microprocessor hoird itself, making use of its unused IC spaces.
Coniet-ions to the PIA polt and sensoms were mu:l(, osing wiie wrapped links. A schermnatic dia
grain is shown in Vig. 4. The developed syslcm w:is eshud For its proper operation and proved 
successful. 

All software progrmns were wrilten ill Modlda-2. The -. stcn carddrle out the following steps during 
one cycle of operation. 

I. 	 stores year, dtc, and time every imir o Ihe homir, 

2. 	 updates its internal real tim. clock every I10 mr, 

3. 	 responds instantly to inlernal or external interrupts, 

4. 	 activates t1e sensors every 10 minutes in fhe fl 'lling swequ(ece: 

a. issues necessary control conninmds for ploprr reelfinp of* PIA ports,
 

1). lo(ds internal counter to its high lahtw.(HAT:1:I" IH::, Ile'xs),
 

C. 	 issues excitation pulse to sensor (capacifive type) tiuiu:h PtA, 

d. 	 starts decremening ifs counter, 

e. proceeds until sensor capacifor is charged to threshold levd and stops decrementing upon 
sensing it, 

f. 	 resets excitation pulse to neutral level, 

g. 	 reads the internal counter and oblains th(- coil which represents the water level, and 
stores it temporarily, 

h. 	 repeats steps (b) through (g) II times, 
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Figure Ss.Iooin ' preuled vnh - (TnpncIt,, .ensnr - Equation 191 

i. computes the average and sum (ifslI;, eS of the last I0(lata points collected (counts), (thisschcm. o, xlie'dine lhe i rst (l:nhpint was si pilu-,cd to eliminate possible error due tocharges collected dming the tiue inilt(iv (tw.c
Ix-Nl 'xihtaioiis) 
j. if the stim of squares (SS) is l'ss tlhan a pre specified vnlwic, lhe logger stores the average, 
k. if SS is higher, whiclh shows higher vaia ii among cl;i:, points, repeats steps (b)through

(i) until a satisfactory SS is obtained, 
1. if ss becomes unsnisfactory for fil(,( (3) s'ich fi i:ils., Icrminates excilation and stores the 

average of 30 data points, 

in. repeats steps (a) Ihwtioigh (I) For thc othwr S(.ilor (resisltice pot type) andi reiiits to slccp
Mode, and 

5. 	 carries out downi !oadiuug of a requircl iumli of(odai' points from,storage when rc(iiesc d on
RS-232 serial lines. 
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Figure 6. Pt or rcshhals vs. prcdictcl vinttws - (:npncifkc Sensor - Iquation i01 

l!pcriim'etal I'r cehr'e 
'he lcapacitor assembly and the resistatice pot device were itistalled in a laborafory test stand,which was built with three inttcronnected vertical plastic sewer pipes vifth
the facility of increasingand (lecreasing the water level. A commercially available pr('ssure sensor (Sicrra - Misco Model59501,1, -PI) was installe(d in parallel wifh lhe ne'w,"sensors and it was consi(lered as the standarddevice for coinparisons and ('alib ations. Tests wcr eat riel o€ftf increasing anl decreasingwater levels, allowing a fine delay to r'ach cquilibiiwtn 

with 
af c.'ch Ic cI change. A known volnme ofvater was addcd (or drainel) bet ween eacth realing. A wifting wini, 1of .3m1in was allowe d anler eachincrencen of water level and it was s;et to t0 mill r dectel(ift, 1:%tt levels.allhtr a !ti(s These were est'l11islhcdf CvXIt' llIiis illwhilh Ih ft'6t of" m'lil lillic , e t lisclepi icy of'(l:a.pI ints wa;stidied (Alahakoon , Iyler aid (ionam-sekre IQ). \V'ct (.ilvl re('liiigs wer recor(ded roim ('achof the devices installed. T"o preserve le syvn'hroniathio a betc.,en two sen sc nradings, the loggerwas mnually Itriggercd after each level c'hange instead oitkcepig if in tlie fully automatic real tiue

data lopging node. 



The tlili v,de la y reci f.d w .q d c . cl h, lhrIII(- :1 i 11 1 IN/ i d'eIstIlmo i )ll11vvis dist ldly obtaiinecd hy 
i l I enl:r andwly, ln t'.t bcia five :1li :i hlf (rdfit digil Voltmetcr and was (1'vothd by 

Results 
Statistical analysis were
( IV). 

carrid(.1 il belween caparifor dat;' (( (I IN'I')A simple linear regression (eqlat ion 
"ind pressirc transdic.r data19l) bt ween 11w pressure sensorsensor dala resulted in an R' of 0 ' lata ancl capacitive0.l amd a sfandard cror ofl 1.69 rm (± 0.154/,), 

' =.-- (0V/() 1/" 
On further examitifion of resilts, a proiltilinl pftterri 

[Q] 

was suspectced in Ilic' ies id,;,ls was observe'l (Fig. 5).to be dfile to uia ccounteld vmiatiois i This gcaxis. Sharp devialions at both nwlv. and leakage rusistalice along thecoids of the' i'- dial ;ahtrnn ,lic l lefringing of the electric filid at the opelings of, Ihli 
k'xplaine'd as beiig caused byc\ylinidcrstability anid repeatability of the sc'nmor, 

(cnd e'lcls). In ofder to investigate tOwtl1 le was wre hated(if data were combined assi in"tig- ft,Itwo 
again in ile same manner. Midi sets .. x riiilby thle second residual pattern being 
er' . iial. .This wasv also instllhedery similar to filie first. lo'ined datl set was anlyz'ecdforthe purpose of establishing a model. 

A nonlinear model with a second order term (cqlmlion 1101) was suggested and it provided a fairlyrandomly distributed residual point, with a standard error of + 1.213 cm (± 0.0398 t). 
,'4 If COUT'I -- A ( ,'Iq 2 

[I0] 
where: 

A, = 0.48822, 
A2 = 0.001304, and 
, = 0.00000 125. 

The residual plot is shown in Fig. 6. 
Time delay data for the resistance pot were also regressed against pressure sensor data V, accordingto equation 191. This provided a linear fit wilh following c(effitvts and statistical parameters. 

Al- 0.18817, 
,= 0.002142, 

=R 1 0.9987, and 
standard error = + 1.963 cm (± 0.0644ft). 

The residual pattern is shown in Fig. 7. The separfimin btthe mechanical fiilion of fihe piiley and back-lash of It( linki;. 
-cri op data and down data is ile I)

If was also observed that the widthof flie pulley used was insiffieicvt to prevent the Cord frontvl winldiiig at tlie end.
An estimate of expenses wag made on file logger nid the tIo I-,ittotal consfrvction cost of the capacitive ty.e sensor ik thum 

of slnrors. We believe tihro flie 
sensor. Pxtensive labor cost analysis was 

lo. 1li:ii1 that of, the resistalnce pot ty:penot carrie(I 1111and I :1,.. c('oIs are flit includecd in ourextimates, shown in Table. I. 

Conclusions 
It could be seen that fhe dcvcloped€I
re'orl water level data with 

data hloging s\sicln \%so k sttisfaclorily.a slandar i of1ror1 1.21.1 cm 
It could be. u1sed to 

capacitive type sensor. w'lien used in combilnlion wilThe resislace pot type sensor fihepIrovided watererror of ± level data with1.963 cm. a stind.rdThe technique icorprratcd to convert capacitn(v, toIdigital output provedto he very useful and versatile. The capacitive type sensor was less expensive to build than tie resistance type and had favorable performance chiaraeterislic.s. 
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Lown, Cost Sensors For Irigation Stage Aleasurement 
P. M. K. Alahakoon, R. K. lylr, S. Mostaghini, 1'. W. McClellan, 

and K. G. A. Goonas'kere 

hntroduction 
Agricultural development plays a major role in the econonic development of the large number ofless devcloped countries. Major inve-Icnts have been made by tmany governments insystem development irrigaf ionas the primary step to increase agricultural produclivity. But, ficquerntly suchirrigation development initiatives have failed to produce the iitended improvements in agriculturalproductivity due to poor managemcnt of irrigation water. Wicham and Valera (1978) mention that:'While it is generally agreed that better water mnatigenetf is needed, it is not clear what isto achieve it. What do we cquiedreally iican by improved water mllanag'nent, how it call be attained ?'
 
Thcrc are 
manual devices for ncasuring and rcgilating wafter flow lhrouigh canals such as weirs,flumes, and division boxes which are presently in use. I'hrce :1rv twointo any distributory offtake cal 

lwans by which the dischagr.,be cont rolled. The first is lic trct|ilation of thetile canal. waler elcvaion inThe sccond is tie control of gate settings at tlit' 01lt o;0ICiIJigs. IBUt in Ihe a Oerecthe former, which requires proper measurement of 
Sophisticated devices have bCen 

of water levcl, the latter becomes totally inlefective.
built for tie purpose of sensing and recording water level in suchsystens, but the expense has restrained them from being widely used.
 

'1he project objective is to design andr 
 build a Setnsor - )atawaler managentnf facilities. Ili pulticilar, lhe 
I ogger tunif for t ile in prove cuti of

l .m of s(ifnsing tie water level in e:ini:iliga liolf ss t'VcIis altil t'otlil , (f digitll d;it;i fit it llce t . y.l, ii 
p Wof long W1i I n'ftll oi ilig will be dcalt

with in this stud.y. 

HistoricalBackground 
The earliest type of level measurement call be classified as using point contact devices. In its mostprimitive form, a notched stick was used which provided aabove an arbitrary reference point. tough measurement of height of waferMai's perpetual efforaccurate, led to tile design of the 1e,1k gagc, point gage, anid 

to mnake his activities more rfinled and
 
make tccl a;,pc :ilud ph nd,-bo-b gage. vhich
use of the same principle of measuring fite distance to the lopdatum . surface of reservoir fiorm aNorton (1969) lists sone of tlie basic properties rsd lel sensing inchiding buoyancyfor 

ani dielectric properties.
 

Williams and11Maxwell (I 954) desigicd a ins(trumentl,
to lneasilre, indicate, rwcoiu. 

which ipcraled on tile capacitlnce principle,and ci flol level [ofliq(iified gases insideelentcnl was a cylindrical ca|pacitor, whose 
a closed vessel. The sensing

(af):icitanc(c was a fiiniftoi of the hiight
column. TIle nicas|meniult of capacitatece 
of the liquid


was dlone by clctnlical bride method.bridge was A lour aimli a.c.used for the rieaSm.leteIt f which drovc.a chlatype iecordiiig device. Tlhicy stale thattile chief disaclvalttage eicol|tellfcrcd wa the iced fOr leclronic citc||ifry of flirly high sensitiviy. 
The strclglh of ihe. capacitfice mtfhod lis in its ,implicity anl adapthbility. Installalions havebeen successfll even under exrclehy adve'rse"colclifl:iln as (lo |ciltmtited by I linmilaletii(oinedl several (1957). licpoltcllial soulicct." c ofif i the llliele;itll(ttt Ift Iew position of' one elc)trodmoves with re*spct to the ftduring the plr ", it ca'lsc., :I (imilee ill CItawi0w(, becaue of thechiaig| ill gcoelitmyv ;nmd iital:es the cIrsill diilt Itotit ti t\ui i, ct 11ttl(11t1il1, (i Ip obcstig' td ar.(a mCtnedy. li addition,i t lh(-;, lii'd the i tlt.i 1

is
ie te.hi ed to :wr; '. I):t il the et'h tof :I thin filmn of lifqulid wiIti stick-, to il lit ftildV; t ticent a in It:el. f lit ii (l It'dw :09itf- '.1 it to a1 

('ap'acif:11€ce Icl VlticaN 1li lt-lll it.,l1iirc.s lhvc 0 l, ' 1,tin "l I'A 1t. I : ;111.1m m ali()ll Id I.\,.I l , .. 
ilnfti capacl:lifact:ic e Sucotid, Ihw Imausfo, tlati |o f tliii6 cal:m(it;lti . cmiltiti, i1lh1cfiolul o1r conlrol :icliuVl (Retv :I itw ft'l itdi.sI,. 191R) li' c wiliht..; :1 i:Ip:il vlt\.t , 'rmv;c;itim, oi ;I 
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Suglc metal probe at thc centcr or a metal tank i.6ntaining tile liuid or wiich tile lvel is lb bemeasured. lie also supgests that ile rod bC clcctrically insulatcd from the vcsscl wall due to di'sad
vantagcs incorpoatcd with 1)arc probe rods. 

Thel~oreticagl )ipclefiikifil 
Artcr considcring all factors of intctest, thc capacitnncc type sensor was selcted for further devel
oplimcit. It was dccid oldt a ionceiccylindrical capacitor because its geometry was bcstsuited for installation il stilling wells. Thcorctical analysis rclatcd to, concentrc cylindricalcapacitors wmc carried out. "I.. 

"Thebasic property utilizcd in the development or this device is thc liIghier value of dielectric con.staut (;f waterthan that of air (r = 6.79xlO-),'/t-i and r., = 8.85xlO-i2Fn-t ). Using theoremson clcctromagnctic iclds 	(Solymar, 1984, ch.2) the cxprcssion for electrical capacitance per unit
lcngth of two conce tlic tiibCs is: 

I nr 

where: 
C = capacitancc 
C = dielectric constant of the mcdlium, 

r, = radius or outer conducor, and 
ri = radius of inner conductor. 

If thc tubcs are pattially submergcd in one medium which has a different dielcctric constant fromthat of the other, the total ovcrall capacitance is given by tlic sum of the capacitances fiormcd bythe portion of the tubes in cachi medium. Rcferring to Fig. I, til total capacitance can be dcrivcd 
as: 

2 ir 11 11 2 2 	 21 

wvhcrc: 
11= submierged length in mnediumi 1, 
r = diclectric constant of medium I, 

•1 	 -. = sublmcrgcd lcngth in medium 2, and 
- r2 = dielectric constant of medium 2. 

Ilccanusc water has a significantly different dielectric constant than 	air, a chaoqc in the submergedlength of the tubcs causcs an overall change in capacitance of tile system. '[his phcnom:em has
bciee utilized in the development of this sensor. 

1fteasirctttent of aciaitnce 

Ihere are sveral methods in use for measuring capacitances. Whctstone bridge methods andclectrical resonance methods havc becin uued for this typeof measumement. In this project rcmisliv(tcharging of the :apacitor Was employed because it l)rovidel a simpler way or (onvcrhti, thecapacitance change to digital fbrm. '!hIc 	 tlime delay of Ile Out Ii to sstep change of Itie iipui ofthe esistor 
C:tpacitor to %,c"rlarge, the arrangcnic:nt can be represenled by the simplified circutlit i 

h - capacitor comibimiation was measured, fly assuttitin, Ivhakau.2 resistamnc- acmoss It.he y 
where a resistor and a capacitor are contuwclecd in scrics. Tho. tinut'Variat ion of 

Fig. 2. 
toulpitt 	 voltage of the

scisn 	 r I",, ill re:io i sc to a stcp iilpt '.;f I, u''. call b: give:i as : 

_ - o I'l * 	 31 
K/ 
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Figure I. P'nrinlly sumnerged composite capacitor 

t CR 1,n I It 

where: 
R = the charging resistance. 

Therefore, the nicasurement of time directly represents Ilie capacitance. Based on results froin
preliminary investigaitions, it was assuned that Ilic rcsistaice It ween Ilie cylinders remained constant for any depth of water. ly combining cquation 141 :iid cqtItion 121, it can he shown that therelationship between the delay time, t, and the wafer level 1,, is lin"ar as shown in equation 151. 

t =-2 R (rn 1:1)/12 -- 2, R ... ......... .........
 
ro
 

with the only variables being /2 and t. 

E[f'ect oj Leakage Resistance 

It was assiimed that the. Ilakag resistimice ievt ecn Ilieelectrotes %%isvery large. In practice ii mayhe stlliicicltly low to c:m.se a ccnsidte:dthC ch:Iit. ih flit ooltplit A simplilied eqtlivalvnt circuilwas cNliv'd by iepl ilfip 1hw l i ir, iv lhik iili .(plliv;,ltiit 
ch.11) R,, as shown ini Fig. 2. \lire, 

R:i%w i1€"i1' I li.' ( d olinki'e I'9'1 

R R,
R,'" i i/, 1..6,.I

IR I.: 

"'here: 
R - chaiging rmt:idic, a1(
R lIcakage isistmatie oh caatuciltor. 

'I'hmf ic, tlic prcqviou ; cxie'1 .;iOul for de.i t:,c I iiir1ljtjuh \h 0 1 Iw;' 'tn, A', wilhouchi:iiim its liii..i iclt iolip1hil to v:,hi l'vcl 1. 1h ioilii.l t'Iei:,i,61 i,; iv11ui u.ik, . 
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Iigurc 2. Simplificds-cnsor excilation circnit and miltrut vol(ngc wavcrnrm 
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Resistance rotentIometer type sensor 
Anolher scnsor was built which inadc use of tihe samc data collection technique but a difiercolt
method of sensing. *l'hc rotation of the axic of,a conventional float and weight actuator was convertcd to a change in cletrical rcsistaincc by incorporating a rotary type variable resistor (1-1311A POT10 Turn - variablc resistor - 20 kW). A fixed -capacilor (0.3 il) connectedwas in series with theresistor and actuated as b1'forc. The charging time was deplenliant (Ill the resistor valuc uhicl variedaccording to the water levcl, giving rise to another conveniCnti way of digitizing water level dAta,
The Following Iincar relationship between the limc dlay I and wvir le(vcl clhalig I was derived. 

2 ,CL !/,ji ,I I - tI] 

v I = time delay for charging, 

C = fixed capacitor,

I/./. = thlesholt voltage,
 
I/ (.Xcitalioi lllt:ge, 

* vertical displacement of float (wather level change), 
• ra(ius or pulley,

A = Iaxnuill resistance of pot.

d'-= minimum resistance of pol,
 

ii = ii nuber of rotations of pulle,/and

R, = illlial setting of pol.
 

I)eS,,1i' 11( II)I 'Idfelo I'ln(
SA ccmI dinlp ll Is ll( I wnl lic l m riis! i s i o,i i't . c lIiII lt I ci.:p lq. , ; 

f tii i v/,in , ;!llp'iliiil.; whil" ct'loii iIu iuIi nitIiihtiu is iiliiid. As i Irst sicle ta'lciors 
)Vrj !ih it \td: i,1:niiljllwrit. IiiIltlltllfi"i,'iiii iih:itihll () fhi nth r :i-riitif '.l 

t~q ' I 'i~i' '!' ilIriI'ithhtli d I I~u if : ii 1i ,,:l , , Ill li ll Il, 
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I. iAsuitable co'lt1Iftirjg rifat'ir l foi capacitor plhtes or etIcles was i(leitiflel. 
2. i "ctlhol of hslatih the CectrcI0les was dClvhlO)Vd ' 3. 1lcight of tlie sensor - iltedevd r:nge of tileasIfiWl wlas deterniedl, m'ud
4. (thcr factors which :nf'ctl Ihe scitrsitih of th ('lapmtvfc sn'-or wer identified.
Because the Inain objective if) thIis st idy was tosuggested that all equilment miitor walctr levels of irrigation canals, it wasbe installed in stilling wells attachedfore, a cylindrical shape would be suited for this pa iticular applicalit. 

to each irngation canal. There
of sizes availablc, Considering lhrwide rangeand Ihe rea sona ly low cost, itconstruction of'the two ,lates 

was lecided to use PVC drainage pipes for fileof the sensor. IIre our nf srirMCScylindrical conductors by firmly gluing thin alrimiljnil 
of the pipcs were cOIrVCrlCd to

wrapping foil foil to thmcl.was selected considering its 
RegIular household alurrinfulni

electroplating. low cost compared to other,lectrical connections were methods, such asmade rising alhmintnm wires and screws toclectro-chcmical reactions and con!sCequCeIt Corrosion of IhCl mininizefoil.for the sensor capacitor was Selctcion of the cylinlrical shape
drical conductors. 

also justified hy tle behavior of electric field around concentric cylin-This arramigenlet acts to limit lie ge'ierathLd electric field only to the space between the tubes, when tire Outside condnctor is at goulnld polctnial.
Because the capacitor was to be submerged in water, itcurrent between was necessary to prevent direct leakage ofthe two electrodes. 
term Chemical corrosion was another problem addressed in longuse. Theroni-e, it was decided to insulale the electrodes against current leakages and corrosivechemical reactions. After considering tire appropriateness for metallic stufaces,past experience in using tie product, an some testing, andbpoxy paint ( I I'Il.1 R(i - C.'oal Tar Epoxy paint
97-640 ) was 

No. 
selected as the best insulation for the intended application.For laboratory experiments and preliminary field testing applications it waswater level fluctuations less than I ti. decided to focusCapacitive sensors with a total aclive lcngth of 99 

on 
constructed. crn wereAt the same time, it was necessary to decide upon suiable diameter ratio for theconcenric electrodes. 1 quationcapacitance C. IIIprovides tle basic relationship Iet weenOther important factors considecld wee the radii ratio rj,;. andwith practical thlie diameter of the outer tube comparedsizes of stilling wells and tlie in terniediate spacing betweenservice and cleaning purposes. cylidlers requiredfly taking all these for cm and 10.2 into corisidet atlinm, I'VCcm (3 in, and 4 in) wvere purchased. pipes of diamneter 7.5
cylinder capacitor, Two tubes wer fixed fogcthcr as a concentric
with file use of two i'alvarrized screws flt[ bolls. lcsting was cariend out wilh
file pressure type stage sensor which had beein lrvi(insy c'r
liothirad. 
The resistance plot ype sellsor waq built byllrlonrtillp a iot;l-, tvpc v"riIlle" reisistora pulley. A regular float-weight conthilrtion lniIiY'vrrill 1vi6hwa, used to m tivi'c ll stulp.circuit (Fig. 2) was connected 'lIhe basic excitlionllto both sensors anll input, oltfpt)f v'olft:ue wa"elrilS Were observed.
A digital circuit was designed to mneasure time dclays which rIccf Ire wafer level, I1Y actialing bfth

sensors in sequecc. After a series of tests arid rnlolilicti(,1,. Aufilic.roprfou..;,or ciahrollellogging system was establishel as descrilcd below. 

alta 

Digital System Design 
As could he seen from tIhe theoretical analYsis,was one o thIe rtnuiior :ill\that it converted water level change to Iacliare ill 

rnrtages of tIc developed sensors
 
using digital techniqnes. I adhition 

dcu tune, which could be easily ilncasiled
to tie Inellaricrdnollneedled to issue excitation pills (d tilm., the iitendcd control sysf(tels to Irle seVnor. Aboald (VITRAN Micuocorltrcullecr fi lili m-cee 1 lasen dala lpr Corrtmi-'ollr.'ersioll
IX): w;r pn ;rnr
l. It corrsisted oflproccssnr, art a II 1)6,110 Illiclo!I'R1OM which contained flASIC; system installcd in it, ard additional RAM space. 
It also had additional features of: 24 programable digita:lI 1/()lilies controlledInterfacc Adapter (PIA), 56k-byte meIliory capacily, throlh a IPeviphieral

on 1- oarrd I.ROM ipnoglr:inicr, two 16-hit 

Spluciied I dcescrite iII(' ;lp ;niuus No, ll(t,,u ;,illlll ii 
2 Sill-c;ilic'd
Il dr'.wlihf 
Ihvll ti.ll, c I'll vll'lvi',llk'1i1:h.i,
 



I'liog'.,r,,iadc unirtci/ihi.,:;, 'I exlc',;il l.eji iis,r euvivioii .:lr; hlll jniriter iiilce,€, aridl w 
IS-232 serial ports. 
Upon examitiation of the original hardware supplied, it waswas much higher than what is appropriate for a 

noticed that the power conisumlptioi
charrgcd fiell unit. ihcrclorc, all intcgratcd circuits wcreto thcir (CM(OS versions in older to iwifhvini e, currenttitmil cons i fion" Jurthermore, addi[Cs not rcded for this application Wre corniplctely removcd. 
The 
 titaIolge. sysftem WV;Is opera h,eh:1rr,.v thmeromtrol horn1 

1ig oil ;i P()M buOe lvITA.vrIC system. ItMA.IC to Mollr:, 2 for was decided toe(!vcr:l re:rsors smuch :iseasier ilpiit-oilpti 
f -oil-Modil :.2 pi aw,, w~w I 'itIlb I iiign liesystema oil a1differenit data 1(ggr setup. 

it'cess.ay aIddi ions anId modifications to an existingUliS chalnge maldec()n.Rlil)fiorl ifpoSSihlc to rrtilizc the lowmlode (slh-eep powerfI)rde) amail'hl inl IIIhese softw:ve 11f)I1proccssor:1i1d l;rdware '.ci vithout any difficurlty. With allarje ifw:as possible
froil) its listed v':u,, ()tI 

to redlwc the average currcnt consumptionI7S , to 12.5 nm. .
 

Interface C:ircuvit 

The inernal counter of the I1)6,1IlH0 i iieropreec,,sor, was rised tointe favc circiuits to one macnsurc timc. This rcd.ccd fhche'x Schiill tigriger iiveriercxainination, tie inverter unt or (:rcontrolling two scnsors.was installel on After carefulthe lircroprocessorSpacce. (Co.nnections to the board itsclf, making use of anI'TA port and sensors were IC 
diaglairl made rusing wire wrapped links.is shown ill Fig. A schcemlic3. The dev.lopcd s.sterrlcF w s Icsted for it. proper operation mid proved 

All softare progmn s werc wriff il ul:lfo2. '1i lie Sv.'e earnid olt thei Illowinig Steps during)ln
i.cycle of Operation: 

1. 
stores year, (late.,and time evcy hotrl on1fhe horit, 
2. updates its iterml real time clock every 10 ins, 
3. responds instant ly to interiral or externl interrmp s, 
4. activates the se sors every 10 minutes in tie following seqtenwce: 

a. isses necessary coniftol covmairds for proper resetting of PIA ports, 
h. loads irrtrilm counter of its high 'A uv (111 T! 1 Ilhx), 
c. issue.; Cxcitanoiw pulse to sensor (capa,iive ftype) thriogh PIA, 
d. starts (lccrementin its colter, 
c. procecels ttil sensor capacitor is charged to threshold level andl stops dccrcetinig uiponlsensing it, 

f. resets excitationi ptlse to eu rllr level, 
g. reads the interml couilter arid obl:itis the cotril which rcpresel.ls h wfile' level, :1irdstles it terriporarily, 

I. r etste s (b)throtgh (g) II t es,
 
colipu lit average auld sum 
 sjIlllt.s of the last IC)(l;tf.scelrm'e of excliudirih 

ollf 
)ilts collected (countst,.1,(I hi:the first ditlpoint wa-s

(:hlarges collet(d (cIirilhf tI( ric iliciv 1i bet 
sL. v'(st ed ton climinte possil)lc cir r (lik. III

ccit excitations) 
j. if Ih(, ',id .ua of'sqrrnll ,,s (.SS) i; le.s trIhrm ;I i.,Splcifid valule, Ire log er,,.:Stt O w.

aivraplc , 

k. if' SS is higher, which ,;l1()%%s l'licrl(. vmiilfiori&1::iiiuliirrfi) u11til :1s:ukII1;rtoIuV SS is obtii'ldrtrpuit~,ipsld.'-t~ 
hriih 

http:rcpresel.ls
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Figure .1. Selhemnlil ,IhprnII .t Sensor rpnicilr
(Ifil.' rnfr. (.Ii,! .,Il rl It.c..not h111111 

I. ifSS beColles un|satisfactory for |hice (3) such tlials, terminates excitation and stores the 
average of 310data points,
 

in. repeats steps (a) thlogh (I) for Ite oflier 
sensor (resistance pot typc) and retrrlrs to sleep
mode, and 

5. carries out down loading (ifa lquied Iiiler of da:i poinfs frort storage when rc(luste d oil
RS-232 scrial lines. 

IExpei-inenta/PIllocedui-e 

'hlie :itu lall.o
capa ien)lv' arid Ire Ie.(i t t (I.nice Wrrr ij',tA:Ihcrl in:I hlh:r(rl;j l syt1(";t'h:nl, whic'hWith rct e( vertical liia;tioWaNS ulill Ihnr'' iri ller cw"i 'r ',.witll hw" t:1'mliiu v ()Il 'nchl,:r ,demceasmug tie \water level. A coimIrrerci:ally availalei prcssuve m-;esor (Si'rma - Nliseo Model 5(6'.l ,I,- I1";)' was installcd in parallel with Ire ne'w senSrs, arid it was considerd as the standl;d devicefor comparisons and calibrations. Tests were ear oie(l \1,t1iihn easing ani (Iccreasimg wat levcis, allowing a time delay for tlhe cluipmrlnt to teach cquilibrium at each level chaInge.. A knownvolimtic of water was added (or drained) between each readi ri. A settling time of 3 rminaftcr each increment of water levcl and it was set to 
was allowed 

i0ruin for (leereasing water levels. These wereestl lished after a series or experimen s in which lhe e of stling time on(lit discrepanty of datapoints was studied (Alahakoon, Ilyler ard (Goloasekere I'),8).
flor \:tetr level reaolirgs were recordedeach of the devices hnstallcol. To preserve the sy'nchionization between two sensor realings,the logger was rnuially triggered after cach level clh:rnge instead of keeping it in the filly atomalic
real timc da laloging mode. 

Thc recorded time delay was (leioled 1)), Ite variable ('I'T i inirtlher analysis. The pressuresensor output was directly obtained by a five and a1half dii digital Voltmeter and was convertedto cenilirtres (cm). It is denoted by . iniihe following analysis. 
Stali.Ical analysis were carried out befwerv-I ea:ll..ihr rdata and( ( *()III) pressure fr:rrsrlieer dala( .). A silpie lineiar regr ssio between Ihen pieIsrre senmor (1:1 :1rrd capa'ilive sewsor dafta 

S uig-ilh'ddtioI ib'hlhv ;Ipj:ll llrr;. N., e ,il Itri..j . 
I'l 
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of both PVC pipes, it wasn't necessary to insulate the inside surfaces. 'lhc thickness and the surface 
finish of the PVC pipes were ssUTmcd to be sufficicntly uniform. l)uc to the high viscosity of lhe 
paint, it was difficult to obtain a uniform thickness over the wholc surface. 

* 	 . Considering the factors affecting the performancc of the capacitor, it could be hiypothesized that 
water temperaturc and salinily are Iwo parmoilers which may have an influence on the scnsor 
characteristics in varying cnvironmcnil conlitions. Six sets of data were collected to determine if 
water temperature or salinity would alrect the devicc. Thc first two sets weresimply repeat sets of 
daIt:. llethird 1110 folitl hd wter Ir,. :;IIu11n:1,1 i:,pes, (: I irmer nuid colder thnn For the first 
t.%,o t;t. or Ihe fill hv:t . of uldira.i chimltoiI w. .dded to IIu. 5) I of water which was used 
in the lest and for the sixth test an mddilinotil 100 g of sodium chloride was added. 

Avialyss wt;: l'ilimm', ml hii-I(IIsIltiIIIl '(1with 0tic inilerct)i (lhc difference in the water depth 
dfatumlls for thc Nwo 5sensor!;) m1id 6 difl'l'0(.1ut lited slopes. Thec stkinduird err-or for straight line fits to 
-all six dlli svft ll"im, :I roiiiiiil i iult't1 Wa; 1.,'1 ici, m"themsaniw as heifhrc. \Vhlu n' co:miiIon 
intercchil and euIiicommo slopc wv~vsiiscd fo uh:it SlIN1idaid err-or was 2.5 cmi, and therel11 11:1 SVtS theL 
wre crlear 	paIilrir ii I,"c fi.;id, rs 'hr (h,:t 1ithwafer (fdillicirt leilpertires \vas clc:iy dif
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